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1 Neutrino masses and new physics
The main motivation of a future neutrino physics programme is to understand what the
new physics associated to neutrino masses is. We know for sure that new degrees of freedom
must be added to the Standard Model (e.g. right-handed neutrinos) at some energy scale
Λ. If Λ is much larger than the electroweak scale, there is a natural explanation of why
neutrinos are so light. Indeed the effects of any such new physics must be generically well
described at low energies by an effective Lagrangian which contains the Standard Model,
plus a tower of higher dimensional operators constructed with the SM fields and satisfying
all the gauge symmetries:
L = LSM +
∑
i
αi
Λ
Od=5i +
∑
i
βi
Λ2
Od=6i + ... (1)
The effective operators, Oi, are ordered by their mass dimension, since the higher the
dimension, the higher the power of Λ that suppresses them. The dominant operator is
therefore the lowest dimensional one, with d = 5, which is precisely the Weinberg’s operator:
Od=5 = L¯cΦΦL, (2)
which, as is well known, induces three new ingredients to the minimal SM:
• Neutrino masses
• Lepton mixing
• Lepton number violation
In this context, neutrino masses are very small, because they come from an effective operator
which is suppressed by a high energy scale. If we go to operators of d = 6, that are suppressed
by two powers of Λ, these will generically induce new physics in dipole moments, rare decays,
etc. Beyond d = 6 we would find operators inducing non-standard neutrino interactions
(NSI).
It is also possible that the scale Λ is at or below the electroweak scale, or in other words
that neutrino masses are linked to light degrees of freedom, i.e. a hidden sector which
we have not detected yet, because it is weakly interacting. Such scenarios do not offer an
explanation of why neutrinos are light, but neutrinos are the natural messengers with such
hidden sectors, since they are the only particles in the SM carrying no conserved charge.
Such new physics could be related to other fundamental problems in particle physics such
as the origin of dark matter and dark energy.
Even though it is not guaranteed that we can fully understand the new physics associated
to neutrino masses by measuring them, it is quite clear that we have a good chance to learn
something more about it by testing the Standard scenario of 3ν mixing with future and more
precise neutrino experiments. In particular we should be able to measure all the fundamental
parameters: three mass eigenstates (m21, m
2
2, m
2
3), three angles (θ12, θ13, θ23) and one or three
CP-violating phases (δ, α1, α2). But, also, it will be very important to search for new physics
beyond neutrino masses and mixings, in particular for those effects that are generic in many
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models of neutrino masses, such as violations of unitarity, non-standard interactions or the
presence of light sterile species. To some extent these searches can also be improved in
future facilities and this should be evaluated. Typically such analyses imply dealing with
a much larger parameter space, which calls for new tools to perform the fits, in particular
Montecarlo methods.
Many studies in the last ten years have shown that we can measure the unknown angle
θ13, discover leptonic CP violation and determine the neutrino hierarchy in more precise
neutrino oscillation experiments, searching for the subleading channel νe ↔ νµ in the at-
mospheric range. A starting point for the Physics Work Package (WP6) of the EURONU
project are the results of the International Scoping Study (ISS) summarized in Figs. 1 [1].
In this first report of WP6 activities the following new results are presented:
• Sect. 2: Re-evaluation of the physics reach of the upcoming generation of experiments
to measure θ13 and δ (see Ref. [2]).
• Sect. 3: New tools to explore a larger parameter space as needed beyond the standard
scenario (see Ref. [3]).
• Sect. 4: Neutrino Factory
1. Sect. 4.1: evaluation of the physics reach of a Nufact regards sterile neutrinos
(see Ref. [4]).
2. Sect. 4.2: evaluation of the physics reach of a Nufact as regards non-standard
interactions (see Ref. [5]).
3. Sect. 4.3: evaluation of the physics reach of a Nufact as regards violation of
unitarity (see Ref. [6]).
4. Sect. 4.4: critical assessment on long baseline τ -detection at Nufact [7].
5. Sect. 4.5: new physics searches at a near detector in a Nufact (see Ref. [8]).
• Sect. 5: Beta-beams
1. Sect. 5.1: choice of ions and location for a γ = 100 CERN-based β-beam (from
[9]).
2. Sect. 5.2: re-evaluation of atmospheric neutrino background for the γ = 100
β-beam scenario (from [9]).
3. Sect. 5.3: study of a two baseline β-beam (see Ref. [10]).
4. Sect. 5.4: measuring absolute neutrino mass with Beta Beams (see Ref. [11]).
5. Sect. 5.5: progress on monochromatic β-beams (see Ref. [12]).
• Sect. 6: Update of the physics potential of the SPL super-beam (from [13]).
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Figure 1: Comparison of the physics reach of different future facilities in leptonic CP
violation (left) and the neutrino mass hierarchy (right). Taken from [1].
2 Up-coming oscillation experiments
The main purpose of the upcoming generation of experiments will be to discover sub-leading
effects in neutrino oscillations. This includes the determination of the small lepton mixing
angle θ13, establishing CP violation (CPV) in neutrino oscillations for a value of the Dirac CP
phase δCP 6= 0, π, and identification of the type of the neutrino mass hierarchy (MH), which
can be normal (∆m231 > 0) or inverted (∆m
2
31 < 0). There are several neutrino oscillation
experiments currently under construction, which are expected to start data taking soon.
These are the reactor neutrino experiments Double Chooz [14], Daya Bay [15], RENO [16]
and the accelerator experiments T2K [17] and NOνA [18]. In Ref. [2] the potential of
this next generation of experiments towards the three tasks mentioned above has been
evaluated. While the primary goal for all of these experiments is the discovery of the yet
unknown mixing angle θ13, it might also be interesting to ask the question, whether there
is some chance to address also CPV and MH, in case θ13 is relatively large. The analysis of
Ref. [2] updates previous works [19–23] with respect to the now settled parameters for the
considered experiments.
Table 1 summarizes the key parameters of the considered experiments, for further details
see [2]. The analysis is performed by using the GLoBES software [24,25]; the corresponding
glb-files are available at the GLoBES web-page [24] including detailed technical information
on the simulation. In all cases the strategy is to follow as close as possible the original
Letters of Intent (LOIs) or Technical Design Reports (TDRs). We have made sure that our
sensitivities agree with the “official” curves from the corresponding collaborations under
the same assumptions. For the sensitivity analyses we use the oscillation parameter values
from Ref. [26]: ∆m221 = 7.65 × 10−5 eV2, |∆m231| = 2.40 × 10−5 eV2, sin2 θ12 = 0.304, and
sin2 θ23 = 0.500, unless stated otherwise. We impose external 1σ errors on ∆m
2
21 (3%) and
θ12 (4%) as conservative estimates for the current measurement errors, as well as ∆m
2
31 (5%)
for reactor experiments if analyzed without beam experiments. In addition, we include a
2% matter density uncertainty.
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In Ref. [2] various performance indicators have been considered for the nominal configu-
rations of the experiments, such as sensitivity to θ13, potential for large θ13, accuracy to the
atmospheric parameters θ23, |∆m231|, CP-violation, and mass hierarchy. In the following we
show as an important result the prospective time evolution of the sensitivity to θ13. These
calculations are based as much as possible on official statements of the collaborations. Al-
though the assumed schedules and proton beam plans may turn out to be not realistic in
some cases, our toy scenario will be illustrative to show the key issues for the individual
experiments within the global neutrino oscillation context. The sensitivities are shown as
a function of time assuming that data are continously analyzed and results are available
immediately.
The key assumptions for our toy scenario are as follows. Double Chooz starts late 2009
and runs 1.5 years with far detector only, then with far and near detector. RENO and
Daya Bay start mid 2010 and mid 2011, respectively, with all detectors on-line. T2K starts
late 2009 with virtually 0 MW beam power, which increases linearly to 0.75 MW reached
in 12/2012. From then we assume the full target power of 0.75 MW. The beam runs only
with neutrinos. NOνA starts mid 2012 with full beam (0.7 MW), but 2.5 kt detector mass
only. Then the detector mass increases linearly to 15 kt in 01/2014. From then we assume
the full detector mass of 15 kt. The beam runs with neutrinos first, until the equivalent of
three years operation at nominal luminosity (cf., Table 1) is reached, i.e., 03/2016. Then it
switches (possibly) to antineutrinos and runs at least until 2019.
We show the θ13 sensitivity limit (bound on θ13 in case of no signal) as a function of time
in Fig. 2 (left). We observe that the global sensitivity limit will be dominated by reactor
experiments. As soon as operational, Daya Bay will dominate the global limit. For Daya
Bay, time is not critical, but matching the systematics or statistics goals is.1 If the assumed
schedules of both, Double Chooz and Daya Bay are matched, Double Chooz will dominate
the θ13 sensitivity for about two years in the absence of RENO. If available, RENO, on
the other hand, will dominate the θ13 sensitivity if it is operational significantly before the
end of 2011. As a peculiarity, the θ13 sensitivity of NOνA is improved by switching to
antineutrinos. However, the global limit will at that time be dominated by the reactor
1The Daya Bay assumptions of a systematical error of 0.18%, fully uncorrelated among all detectors is
more aggressive than for other reactor experiments. For example, if the systematic error is at the level
of 0.6% (such as assumed in Double Chooz) and uncorrelated among modules, the Daya Bay sensitivity
of sin2 2θ13 = 0.0066 deteriorates to sin
2 2θ13 ≃ 0.01. If on the other hand the systematic error is 0.38%
(the Daya Bay “baseline” value) and assumed to be fully correlated among modules at one site the limit
would correspond roughly to the one obtained for an uncorrelated error of 0.38%×
√
N ≃ 0.76% for N = 4
modules at the far site. This will lead to a limit of sin2 2θ13 ≃ 0.012 [27].
Setup tν [yr] tν¯ [yr] PTh or PTarget L [km] Detector technology mDet
Double Chooz - 3 8.6 GW 1.05 Liquid scintillator 8.3 t
Daya Bay - 3 17.4 GW 1.7 Liquid scintillator 80 t
RENO - 3 16.4 GW 1.4 Liquid scintillator 15.4 t
T2K 5 - 0.75 MW 295 Water Cerenkov 22.5 kt
NOνA 3 3 0.7 MW 810 TASD 15 kt
Table 1: Summary of the standard setups at their nominal luminosities.
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Figure 2: Left: Evolution of the θ13 sensitivity limit as a function of time (90% CL), i.e.,
the 90% CL limit which will be obtained if the true θ13 is zero. Right: Evolution of the θ13
discovery potential as a function of time (3σ CL), i.e., the smallest value of θ13 which can
be distinguished from zero at 3σ. The bands reflect the (unknown) true value of δCP. In
both panels we assume normal hierarchy. Taken from Ref. [2].
experiments.
The θ13 discovery potential (smallest θ13 which can be distinguished from zero) is shown
in Fig. 2 (right) as a function of time. For the beam experiments, the dependence on the true
value of δCP is shown as shaded region, whereas the reactor experiments are not affected
by the true δCP. There is a small dependence on the true mass hierarchy for the beam
experiments, here we choose a true normal hierarchy. The comparison of the left and right
panels in Fig. 2 shows that suitable values of δCP may significantly improve the discovery
potential of beams compared to their sensitivity limit. Indeed, for favorable values of δCP
the discovery reach of beams can be similar to the one of Daya Bay, whereas the sensitivity
limit is more like the one from Double Chooz.
If θ13 is close to its present bound, and hence will be discovered rather soon, it might be
interesting to investigate, whether “modest upgrades” to the proposed setups of T2K and
NOνA might allow to address the issues of CP violation and mass hierarchy determination.
With “modest upgrades” we mean modifications of existing equipment and infrastructure.
This includes a longer running time and an upgraded beam power for both accelerator
experiments and the addition of antineutrino running in T2K. To be specific, we assume
that a proton driver is installed for T2K, which increases the beam power from 0.75 to
1.66 MW, linearly from 2015 to 2016 [28], and for NOνA we assume a linear increase
from 0.7 to 2.3 MW from March 2018 to March 2019 according to “Project X” [29]. We
consider these upgraded beams for T2K and NOνA combined with reactor data, and we
have performed a global optimization for the switching between neutrinos and antineutrinos
in both beams.
Fig. 3 shows the discovery potential as a function of true sin2 2θ13 and fraction of true
δCP for times from 2015 to 2025. From the upper row of this figure we conclude that at
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Figure 3: Mass hierarchy (left panels) and CP violation (right panels) discovery potentials
as a function of true sin2 2θ13 and fraction of true δCP for T2K+NOνA (including beam
upgrades and global ν/ν¯-optimization) and reactor experiments. The upper panels are for
90% CL, the lower panels for 3σ CL. The different shadings corresponds to different points
of time. Taken from Ref. [2].
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the 90% confidence level, there will be hints for the MH and CPV for sin2 2θ13 & 0.05 for
most values of δCP around 2025. However, certainly a 90% CL is not sufficient to make
any meaningful statement about a discovery. Therefore, we show in the lower row of Fig. 3
the corresponding results at 3σ CL. Obviously the sensitivity regions reduce drastically,
however, we see from the figure that assuming both beams upgraded, a fully optimized
neutrino/antineutrino run plan, and data from reactors a non-negligible discovery potential
at 3σ will be reached in 2025. The mass hierarchy can be identified for sin2 2θ13 & 0.05
for about 20% to 40% of δCP values, whereas CPV can be discovered for sin
2 2θ13 & 0.02
for 25% of δCP values. In both cases, MH and CPV, there is sensitivity for values of δCP
around 3π/2 (π/2) if the true hierarchy is normal (inverted). This is related to the sign of
the matter effect, see, e.g., Ref. [30] for a discussion.
Although “minor upgrades” of existing facilities may provide a non-negligible sensitivity
to CP violation and the mass hierarchy, there is high risk associated with this strategy,
since for about 75% of all possible values for δCP no discovery will be possible at the 3σ
level. Therefore, we conclude that the upcoming generation of oscillation experiments may
lead to interesting indications for the mass hierarchy and CP violation, but it is very likely
that an experiment beyond the upcoming superbeams (including reasonable upgrades) will
be required to confirm these hints.
3 New tools: MonteCUBES
Many models of new physics that have been discussed in the context of neutrino physics, and
in particular long-baseline neutrino oscillation experiments, expand the dimensionality of the
neutrino oscillation parameter space. Since the most general standard neutrino oscillation
parameter space already includes six free parameters, it is essentially impossible to perform
a deterministic analysis of the full parameter space when also including new physics. The
common practice has been to fix all of the new physics parameters except for one or two
as well as several of the standard oscillation parameters. While this can give a hint at the
dependence on the new physics, specific features requiring the interplay of several parameters
may be lost. Examples of the new physics are non-standard neutrino interactions (NSI) and
non-unitarity of the lepton mixing matrix.
The Monte Carlo Utility Based Experiment Simulator (MonteCUBES) software [3, 31]
was introduced to address this issue. The software is a plugin for the General Long Baseline
Experiment Simulator (GLoBES) [24, 25] and compiles and installs on computers where
GLoBES has already been installed.
3.1 The MonteCUBES plugin
MonteCUBES has been designed to sample the neutrino oscillation parameter space using
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) mehods, which makes it ideal for studying high-
dimensional parameter spaces. We will here give a short introduction to MCMCs before
discussing the features included in MonteCUBES.
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3.1.1 Markov Chain Monte Carlos
A MCMC is designed to create a representative sample of a probability distribution P (x),
where x represents a set of parameters, using stochastic methods. The most common
implementation of this is the Metropolis–Hastings algorithm, which is defined as follows:
1. Pick a starting point x¯ in parameter space.
2. Using a transition probability function W (x¯→ x′), pick a test point x′.
3. Compute the acceptance probability α as
α = min
(
1,
P (x′)
P (x¯)
W (x′ → x¯)
W (x¯→ x′)
)
.
4. Pick a random number r in [0, 1].
5. If r < α, then put x¯ = x′.
6. Add x¯ to the list of samples.
7. Repeat steps 2-6 until a sufficiently large number of samples has been produced.
The particular choice of α implies that P (x) is the equilibrium distribution.
The advantage of using a MCMC instead of using deterministic algorithms for explor-
ing large parameter spaces is that, when analyzing an experiment with a high-dimensional
parameter space with a classic method, a lot of computer power will be spent on comput-
ing χ2 functions or likelihoods in regions which are not of physical interest. Instead, the
MH algorithm is designed to mainly explore the physically interesting region also in high-
dimensional parameter spaces (the breaking point where the MH algorithm becomes more
suitable is generally around n = 4).
In step 7 of the description of the MH algorithm, we have stated that the algorithm
should be repeated until a sufficient number of samples has been reached. It is therefore
natural to define what is ment by this. Of course, the number of samples must be high
enough so that a fairly good approximation of the probability distribution can be recon-
structed. However, even though P (x) is the equilibrium distribution, it can take some time
to reach this equilibrium. As an example, in Fig. 4, we show four chains that have sampled
the same distribution with both bad and good convergence. In the case of bad convergence,
the chains are separate, while in the case of good convergence, they all have more or less
the same distribution. In MonteCUBES, there are built-in convergence checks, based on
running several different MCMCs in parallel and comparing the variance within one chain
with the variance in the combined sample (see Ref. [32]). This is done in run-time and the
simulations can be run for as long as it takes to converge, or until a maximum number of
samples has been reached.
The most straightforward use of MCMCs for experimental analysis is through the use
of Bayesian statistics. We use the MCMC to sample the posterior probability distribution
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Figure 4: Samples scattered in parameter space for chains with bad (left) and good (right)
convergence, respectively. See Ref. [31] for details.
P (θ|d), where θ is a parameter and d a data set, which according to Bayes’ theorem can be
written as
P (θ|d) = P (d|θ)P (θ)
P (d)
≡ Ld(θ)π(θ)
M
, (3)
where Ld(θ) is the likelihood of getting the data d given the oscillation parameters θ, π(θ)
is a prior which summarizes our previous knowledge (or assumptions) on the distribution
of θ, and M is a normalization constant.
Once the posterior probability distribution has been sampled, it can be projected onto
any subspace of the parameters by simply ignoring the values of other parameters. The
Bayesian regions of the p most likely parameter values are then defined as the smallest
regions containing the probability p. Note that this differs from the frequentist confidence
regions at level p, which are the regions of parameter space such that the actual experimental
outcome is among the p less extreme outcomes2.
3.1.2 The C-library features
The C-library part of MonteCUBES provides all the methods necessary in order to perform
MCMC simulations for neutrino oscillation experiments using the same experimental defini-
tion files as GLoBES. MonteCUBES uses a significant amount of the GLoBES functionality,
which means that MonteCUBES can be used with any previously defined experimental def-
initions.
From a technical perspective, the basic features of MonteCUBES are very easy to use and
provides a simple Metropolis sampling with a gaussian step proposal function W (x → y).
It also provides several options for the checking of convergence and burn-in3.
2Here, “less extreme” refers to a predefined ordering of the outcomes, such as double-sided intervals,
upper/lower bounds, or Feldman-Cousins ordering [33].
3The “burn” of a MCMC is a number of samples in the beginning of the simulation that are thrown away.
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Figure 5: Examples of one-dimensional chain progression plots for chains with good (left)
as well as bad (right) convergence. See Ref. [31] for details.
3.1.3 The graphical interface
In addition to the C-library features, MonteCUBES is distributed along with a graphical
user interface (GUI) for Matlab. The GUI provides methods for converting the C-library
output into plots for diagnosis of the chains and for displaying the actual physical results.
A perl script for users who do not have access to Matlab is under development.
Although MonteCUBES has the possibility to check convergence of the chains in run-
time, it can be of interest to also check them manually using visual aids. For this purpose,
the GUI provides two plotting options, the one-dimensional chain progression (see Fig. 5)
and the two-dimensional parameter scatter (similar to Fig. 4). This type of plots can also
be useful to tune the typical step size needed in the step proposal function W (x → y) in
order to give fast convergence. Typically, the step size should be set to about the size of
the region that is being explored by the chains.
The GUI also provides several possibilities for displaying the results of simulations. The
basic type of plot is that of the most likely parts of the posterior probability distribution in
one, two, or three dimensions. Apart from simply plotting the results against the parameters
used in the simulation (such as θ23), the GUI provides the possibility to plot the results
against an arbitrary function of the parameters (such as sin2(2θ23)). The GUI also includes
the possibility of applying post-simulation priors through a weight function.
3.2 Advanced features
In addition to the basic functionality provided by MonteCUBES, it also contains several
advanced features. First, the MCMC itself is highly customizable, allowing an advanced
user to use essentially any step proposal function. As an intermediate step to this is the use
of degeneracy steps, which provides the user with a powerful tool for exploring degenerate
solutions in the same simulation (using only gaussian steps, this would require very long
This ensures that the actual chains will start closer to equilibrium, which will result in faster convergence.
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simulations - especially if the degeneracies are well separated).
MonteCUBES is also distributed along with two additional features not related to the
MCMC simulations. First, it includes the GLoBES implementation of two scenarios of new
physics, NSI and non-unitarity. The second feature is the possibility to set the experimental
event rates explicitly, which can be useful for analyzing actual data.
We have summarized the main features of MonteCUBES, a plugin for the simulation
software GLoBES that provides the possibility to analyze neutrino oscillation experiments
using MCMC methods. While doing so, we have discussed the advantages of using stochastic
methods for exploring high-dimensional parameter spaces and why this is particlularly ap-
plicable to new physics in neutrino oscillations. Since MonteCUBES is a plugin for GLoBES,
it can use any previously written experiment definition files and while the plugin itself is
very simple to use, users already familiar with GLoBES will find it particularly easy to get
started.
4 Review of Nufact Physics Potential
4.1 Sterile Neutrinos at a Nufact
In the last ten years, extensive work by many different collaborations has been devoted to
the study of the potential of a Neutrino Factory facility to measure the parameters of the
standard three-family PMNS mixing matrix that are still unknown (e.g., the mixing angle
θ13; the leptonic CP-violating phase δ; and the hierarchy between neutrino mass, i.e. the
sign of the atmospheric mass difference). Since some consensus on the principal features
of the Neutrino Factory design to be fullfilled to achieve these goals (see the Report of the
International Scoping Study for a Neutrino Factory and a Superbeam Facility, [1], and the
reports of the International Design Study of a Neutrino Factory for details), it is important
to assess the potential of such a facility to study new physics beyond the standard three-
family oscillations.
Within the possible straightforward extensions of the three-family oscillation model, we
have studied in Ref. [4] the inclusion of one new light singlet fermion and the corresponding
sensitivity of a Neutrino Factory facility to the four-family PMNS mixing matrix between
three active neutrinos and the sterile one. The possible existence of a fourth light neutrino
state was advanced to explain the LSND experiment data, which were consistent with
νµ → νe oscillations driven by a ∆m2 ∼ 1 eV2 mass difference, with an effective mixing
angle sin2 2θLSND ∼ 10−2 [34]. However, the MiniBooNE experiment (that was designed
to check the LSND data) has found a negative result in the region of interest [35]. If we
discard the possibility that O(1) eV singlet fermions could exist with an effective mixing
angle θLSND ∼ 3◦, it is still interesting to ask which is the ultimate sensitivity of existing,
planned or future facilities to the parameter space of models with extra light singlet fermions.
Preliminar studies of four-neutrino models were performed at early stages of the Neu-
trino Factory optimization, [36–38], albeit using an ideal detector. A detailed study of the
potential to study the four-neutrino model at the CNGS beam using the OPERA detector
has been presented in Ref. [39].
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4.1.1 The setups
Notice that this study can be performed either using the ISS/IDS design (optimized to look
for three-family oscillation signals) or to look for modification of the baseline design that
could improve the potential of the facility to new physics while keeping most of its potential
to look for standard observables such as θ13 and δ, that would represent an unavoidable
background to the search for deviations from the three-family PMNS model.
For this reason, we have compared two Neutrino Factory setups:
1. ISS/IDS-inspired Neutrino Factory
It consists of a Neutrino Factory with 20 GeV muons stored into two storage rings
aiming at two different baselines, with 50 Kton magnetized iron detectors of the MIND-
type [40] located at L = 4000 Km and L = 7500 Km, respectively. The muons that
decay in the straight section of the storage rings aiming at the detectors (useful muons)
are 5×1020 per year per baseline (i.e., a total of 1×1021 useful muon decays per year).
2. High-energy Neutrino Factory
In this case, we consider 50 GeV muons, again stored into two storage rings aiming at
two different baselines, with 50 Kton magnetized iron detectors of the Hybrid-MIND-
type [40] located at L = 3000 Km and L = 7500 Km, respectively. The Hybrid-MIND
detector consists of a 4 Kton magnetized Emulsion Cloud Chamber (MECC) with
iron plates intertwined with emulsion layers next to a 50 Kton MIND-type detector.
The MECC section of the detector is needed to detect τ produced in νe → ντ (”silver
channel”) and νµ → ντ (”discovery channel”). The muons that decay in the straight
section of the storage rings aiming at the detectors (useful muons) are 2 × 1020 per
year per baseline (i.e., a total of 4× 1020 useful muon decays per year).
Realistic estimates of the efficiencies, of the backgrounds and of the systematic errors
have been taken into account (see Ref. [4] for details).
4.1.2 Results
We have studied in Ref. [4] the extension of the standard three-family oscillation model with
one extra singlet fermions, much heavier than the three active ones. This model is called
the ”3+1” model, and we parametrize the four-family mixing matrix as follows:
UPMNS = U34(θ34)U24(θ24)U23(θ23, δ3)U14(θ14)U13(θ13, δ2)U12(θ12, δ1) (4)
The active-sterile mixing angles θ14 and θ24 are strongly bounded by electron disappear-
ance experiments, and s14 ∼ s24 ∼ s13. The angle θ34 can, on the other hand, reach values
as large as θ34 ∼ 30◦. It is therefore useful to expand in the following small parameters:
ǫ ≡ θ34 ∼
√
θ13 ∼
√
θ14 ∼
√
θ24 ∼
√
δθ23 . 4× 10−1 ,
with δθ23 = θ23 − π/4. At third order in ǫ, the oscillation probabilities in matter are:
Pee ∼ 1 +O
(
ǫ4
)
; Peµ ∼ Peτ ∼ Pes ∼ O
(
ǫ4
)
,
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Figure 6: Sensitivity limit at 90% CL in the (sin2 2θ13, θ14) plane (above) and in the
(θ24, θ34) plane (below), marginalizing over the parameters not shown. The dashed grey
line represent the present bounds on these parameters. The solid lines refer to MIND data
(νe → νµ, νµ → νµ), only. Dashed lines stand for Hybrid-MIND data (combination of the
previous channels with νe → ντ and νµ → ντ data). The colors are: blue for the shortest
baseline; red for longest baseline; green for the combination of the two baselines. Left panels:
20 GeV NF; Right panel: 50 GeV NF. Taken from Ref. [4].
Pµµ = 1− sin2 ∆31L
2
− 2 (AnL) s24 s34 cos δ3 sin∆31L+O
(
ǫ4
)
, (5)
Pµτ =
(
1− s234
)
sin2
∆31L
2
+ {s24 s34 sin δ3 + .2 (AnL) s24 s34 cos δ3} sin∆31L+O
(
ǫ4
)
,
where ∆31 = ∆m
2
31/2E, and |∆m231| is ∆m2atm, which is determined by the two-flavor analy-
sis of the atmospheric neutrino data. The matter density parameter An is An =
√
2GFnn/2,
with nn the number density of neutrons [41, 42]. We can see from these oscillation proba-
bilities that Pµτ has an O(ǫ
2) sensitivity to sterile neutrinos through the s234 terms, whereas
both Pµτ and Pµµ have sensitivity to the non-standard CP-violating phase δ3 through the
O(ǫ3) term in s24s34. The potential relevance of the νµ → ντ channel to search for non-
standard physics motivates the high-energy Neutrino Factory setup, designed to improve the
sensitivity to νe → ντ and νµ → ντ . Since the ντN CC cross-section is strongly suppressed
with respect to the νeN, νµN CC ones at low neutrino energies due to the τ mass, a beam
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Figure 7: The 99% CL δ3-discovery potential in the (θ34, δ3)-plane at the 50 GeV Neutrino
Factory, for two values of θ24, θ24 = 3
◦ (above) and 5◦ (below). Left: νµ → νµ data, only;
Right: combination of νµ → νµ and νµ → ντ data. Blue lines: 3000 Km data; red lines:
7500 Km data; black lines: combination of the two baselines. Taken from Ref. [4].
with high-energy neutrinos (with respect to the ISS/IDS setup) is desirable to increase the
statistics in these channels.
In Fig. 6 we present the sensitivity at 90% CL to θ13 and to the active-sterile mixing
angles θ14, θ24 and θ34 in case of a null result. In the top panels, we can see that the 50
GeV Neutrino Factory setup (right) performs a bit better than the 20 GeV one (left), and
that the inclusion of silver channel data (νe → νµ) plays a marginal role once two baselines
are considered. In the bottom panels, on the other hand, we see that the 50 GeV facility
performs much better than the 20 GeV one (when the two baselines are combined) and that
the inclusion of νµ → ντ data has a non-negligible impact on the sensitivities.
In Fig. 7 we can see the δ3-discovery potential of the 50 GeV Neutrino Factory in case
of a positive result as a function of θ34 for θ24 = 3
◦, 5◦ (since the sensitivity of Pµµ, Pµτ to
δ3 depends on the term proportional to s24s34, for θ24 = 0 the sensitivity is lost). In this
case, the inclusion of the νµ → ντ data is very important: the discovery potential goes from
sin2 θ34 ∼ 4× 10−1 when only νµ → νµ data are considered (left) to 6× 10−2 when νµ → νµ
and νµ → ντ data are combined (right).
Summarizing, the 50 GeV (20 GeV) setup can constrain θ34 ≤ 12◦(14◦) and θ24 ≤
5.5◦(8◦) through the combination of νµ → νµ and νµ → ντ data; sin2 2θ(4fam)13 ≤ 6×10−5(1.5×
10−4), with a slight dependence on θ14, through the ”golden channel”. We can not improve
the present constraint on θ14 (a near detector would be particularly useful for this purpose).
Eventually, the combination of νµ → νµ and νµ → ντ data is an extremely powerful tool to
look for CP-violation beyond the standard three-family one.
4.2 Non-standard Interactions in matter at a Nufact
It is anticipated that tiny oscillation signals will be explored with a neutrino factory exper-
iment through its high statistics and precise information on the energy dependence. They
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are not restricted only to the standard oscillation signals, and we have a chance to discover
non-standard signals which are an evidence of physics beyond the standard model. A non-
standard neutrino interaction (NSI) emerges in many classes of models at the high energy
scale, and it can be described as an effective four-fermion interaction at the electroweak
scale. Our concern in this section is to investigate the sensitivities to the effective NSI in
the neutrino factory and to find out the optimal setup for the NSI search.
A neutrino oscillation experiment can be classified into three parts — beam production
(source), propagation, and detection, and NSIs can enter in all three parts. Since the
sensitivities to NSIs at the source and the detection processes strongly depend on the setup
of near detectors, the specification of the near detector setup is currently discussed (near
detectors in a neutrino factory was studied in Ref. [8]). Here, we focus on the NSIs in the
propagation process, which are parametrized as the additional matter effect potential in the
neutrino propagation Hamiltonian:
H =
1
2E

U

0 ∆m221
∆m231

U † + aCC

1 + ǫ
m
ee ǫ
m
eµ ǫ
m
eτ
(ǫmeµ)
∗ ǫmµµ ǫ
m
µτ
(ǫmeτ )
∗ (ǫmµτ )
∗ ǫmττ



 , (6)
where aCC is the standard matter effect potential which is defined as aCC = 2
√
2GFneE
with the electron number density ne. The experimental bounds to ǫ
m
αβ have been recently re-
discussed in Refs. [43, 44], and the constraint from the loop-induced charged lepton flavour
violating processes are revised. In Ref. [43], the authors concluded that there were no model-
independent bounds from the loop-induced processes, and the bound to |ǫmeµ| is considerably
relaxed according to the revision. The bounds from the current experimental data are
summarized in Ref. [44], which are
|ǫmee| < 3.8, |ǫmµµ| < 6.4× 10−2, |ǫmττ | < 21,
|ǫmeµ| < 3.3× 10−1, |ǫmeτ | < 3.1, |ǫmµτ | < 3.3× 10−1, (7)
at the 90 % confidence level. When one assume some naturalness conditions, |ǫmeµ| is much
more strongly constrained [43]. Neutrino oscillation experiments are expected to have a
good sensitivity to the less constrained NSIs which are associated especially with the tau
flavour.
4.2.1 The setup
The current baseline setup IDS-NF 1.0 [45] includes total three detectors — two Magnetized
Iron Neutrino Detectors (MIND), and one Emulsion Cloud Chamber (ECC) for tau neutrino
detection. With these detectors, we can observe the golden channel, the disappearance
channel, and the silver channel, and the combination of the channels helps to solve the
parameter degeneracies among NSIs as in the standard oscillation parameters. In Refs. [5,
46], it was shown that the combination of the golden and the disappearance channel with
the MINDs placed at L = 4000 km and L = 7500 km solved the correlation between ǫmeτ and
ǫmττ , which was the only NSI combination severely correlated in the golden channel. Thus, if
two MINDs are included in the experiment, one can safely study a sensitivity to each NSI
separately without an ECC.
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4.2.2 Results
The impact of an ECC in the NSI search was discussed in Ref. [5], in which the sensitivity to
ǫmeτ was investigated by scanning the baseline of an ECC and fixing the MINDs at L = 4000
km and L = 7500 km. The results showed that the ECC was relevant only in the case that
the baseline is taken to be about 4000 km. The optimum muon energy was also studied.
When two MINDs are fixed at L = 4000 km and L = 7500 km, the sensitivities to ǫmeτ , ǫ
m
µτ
and ǫmττ are getting higher proportional to the muon energy up to about 20 GeV, and they
are saturated in the energy range of Eµ > 20 GeV. If we include an ECC set at L = 4000
km, the sensitivity to ǫmeτ is improved proportionally to energy even in Eµ > 20 GeV, thanks
to a synergetic effect. However, the improvement is not impressive (less than a factor of
two at Eµ = 100 GeV), because of the small statistics of the silver channel events. From
the simulation studies, we can conclude that the ECC is not a key component to search
for NSIs in the neutrino propagation process, when we already have two MINDs with the
correct baseline configuration. Since a certain high energy (and also a long baseline) is an
important ingredient to search for the NSI in propagation, the low energy alternative [47,48]
of a neutrino factory, which has been recently developed, is not preferred for this purpose.
The baseline of MINDs was also optimized for the NSI search in Ref. [5], which showed
that the optimal setup for the standard oscillation parameters, that is L = 4000 km and
L = 7500 km, is also favourable for the ǫmeτ search. For the ǫ
m
µτ and ǫ
m
ττ search, an even longer
baseline (such as a core-crossing baseline) is preferable. However, the advantage of taking
a longer baseline is just about a factor of two.
The robustness of the optimization for the standard oscillation parameters with respect
to the contamination of NSIs is also an important issue. When the additional fit of the
NSI parameters is carried out, the sensitivities to the standard oscillation parameters are
degraded somewhat. However, the optimal setup is hardly changed from L = 4000 km and
L = 7500 km [5].
In the neutrino factory with two MINDs set at L = 4000 km and L = 7500 km and with
Eµ = 25 GeV (based on IDS-NF 1.0), the sensitivities to the propagation NSI ǫ
m
αβ at the 90
% confidence level are listed as follows [5]:
|ǫmee| < 1.4× 10−1, |ǫmµµ| < 1.9× 10−2, |ǫmττ | < 1.9× 10−2,
|ǫmeµ| < 3.4× 10−3, |ǫmeτ | < 4.7× 10−3, |ǫmµτ | < 1.8× 10−2. (8)
From the comparison with Eq. (7), we can expect that the neutrino factory will improve the
current bounds by one to three orders of magnitude. The epsilon parameters of the order
of 10−2 to 10−3 naively correspond to physics at the TeV scale [49–52].
4.3 Non-unitarity mixing at a Nufact
Non-unitarity of the leptonic mixing matrix is a generic manifestation of new physics in
the lepton sector. The MUV scheme [53] provides an effective field theory extension of the
SM and is minimal in the sense that only three light neutrinos are considered and that
new physics is only introduced in the neutrino sector, describing the relevant effects on
neutrino oscillations in the various types of models where the SM is extended by heavy
singlet fermions [54].
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In this scheme, the charged and neutral-current interactions of the neutrinos are mod-
ified. The non-unitary leptonic mixing matrix N , which appears in the charged-current,
interaction, contains the only additional degrees of freedom. Thus, instead of the three
mixing angles and three CP-phases of the unitary PMNS leptonic mixing matrix (with only
one affecting neutrino oscillations), the non-unitary mixing matrix N contains 15 param-
eters, out of which six are CP-violating phases (including two Majorana phases, which do
not affect neutrino oscillations). The goal of this work is to study the potential of a Neu-
trino Factory [55,56] in constraining or determining the whole parameter space of the MUV
scheme, focusing in the new CP-phases associated.
4.3.1 The setup
Our set-up is the Neutrino Factory proposed in the International Design Study (IDS) [1,45],
which consists of νe and νµ beams from 5 × 1020 muon decays per year per baseline. We
consider a setting where the experiment is assumed to run for five years in each polarity.
The parent muons are assumed to have an energy of 25 GeV. The beams are detected at
two far sites, the first located at 4000 km with a 50 kton Magnetised Iron Neutrino Detector
(MIND) [40] and a 10 kton Emulsion Cloud Chamber (ECC) for τ detection [57, 58], and
the second located close to the magic baseline [59, 60] at 7500 km with an iron detector
identical to the one at 4000 km. In the simulations, we study the “golden” [61] νe → νµ
and νµ disappearance channels in the MIND detectors and the “silver” [57,58] νe → ντ and
“discovery” [4] νµ → ντ channels at the ECC detectors, both near and far. The detector
efficiencies and backgrounds considered are described in [6]. We scan the complete MUV
parameter space, adding nine unitarity-violating parameters to the six standard neutrino
oscillation parameters. The scan is performed using the MonteCUBES software [3, 31].
4.3.2 Results
First of all, let us parametrize the mixing matrix N taking advantage from the fact that a
general matrix can be written as the product of a Hermitian matrix times a unitary matrix.
Writing the Hermitian matrix as 1 + ε (with ε = ε†) and denoting the unitary matrix by
U , we can write [62]
N = (1+ ε)U . (9)
where εαβ = |εαβ|eiφαβ for α 6= β. The present 90 % CL bounds4 are |εµe| < 3.5 × 10−5,
|ετe| < 8.0 × 10−3, |ετµ| < 5.1 × 10−3 [53] and |εee| < 2.0 × 10−3, |εµµ| < 8.0 × 10−4,
|εττ | < 2.7× 10−3 [51].
Before to present the more relevant results of our simulations, we would like just to stress
the importance of studying the “zero-distance effect” with near detectors. If the flavour basis
is not orthogonal, it translates to a baseline-independent term in the oscillation probabilities:
Pαβ(L = 0) = 4|εαβ|2 +O(ε3) , α 6= β (10)
4Violation of unitarity can arise both in the production and in the detection processes. Coefficients
parametrizing the former are usually labelled ǫsαβ , the latter as ǫ
d
αβ . In the MUV scheme, ǫ
s = ǫd = ǫ.
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Figure 8: The 90 % confidence level sensitivity of the IDS Neutrino Factory to the unitarity-
violating parameters ετµ (left), and sensitivity assuming that it takes the value ετµ = 3.2×
10−3 exp(iπ/4) (right). The different curves correspond to different sizes of the near τ
detector, from left to right, 10 kton, 1 kton, 100 ton, no near detector. Taken from Ref. [5].
This term is best probed at short distances, since the flux is larger and it cannot be
hidden by the standard oscillations. Near detectors are, thus, excellent for probing the
zero-distance effect, in particular τ detectors are of importance, since the present bounds
on εµe and εµµ are rather strong. We will therefore study the impact of near τ detectors of
different sizes located at 1 km from the beam source. In particular, we will present all the
results for near detector sizes of 100 ton, 1 kton, and 10 kton, as well as the results without
any near τ detector.
One of the most remarkable features resulting from our simulations is that the results do
not contain significant correlations between any of the unitarity-violating parameters, nor
are the unitarity-violating parameters significantly correlated with the standard neutrino
oscillation parameters. The only exception are some mild correlations between θ13, δ and
the modulus and phase of ετe in the absence of near τ detectors which, however, do not
lead to new degeneracies between these parameters or spoil the determination of θ13 and
δ at the Neutrino Factory. Furthermore, the addition of a near τ detector of only 100 ton
is enough to almost completely erase these correlations. This implies that the Neutrino
Factory setup considered here has enough sensitivity to distinguish the effects induced by
unitarity-violation from changes in the standard parameters. Second, the sensitivities of
the Neutrino Factory to the diagonal parameters of the ε matrix, as well as to εµe, do not
improve with respect to the bounds derived from electroweak decays, which are too stringent
to allow for observable effects at the Neutrino Factory. In addition, we find that a near τ
detector with a mass as small as 100 ton would dominate the sensitivity to ετe through the
measurement of the zero-distance effect, providing sensitivities down to O(10−3).
Now, we will thus concentrate on the sensitivities to ετµ, even though the other unitarity-
violating parameters and standard oscillation parameters are allowed to vary in the sim-
ulations. In the left panel of Fig. 8, we show the sensitivity to the ετµ parameter for the
four different sizes considered for the near ECC. The input values for all the non-unitarity
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parameters and θ13 were set to zero to derive these curves. We have checked that the results
do not depend strongly on this assumption. The most remarkable feature of this figure is
the extreme sensitivity to the real part of ετµ which is present already without any near
detector. This sensitivity mainly originates from the matter effect on the disappearance
channel, where the leading non-unitarity correction to the oscillation probability is given by
Pˆµµ = P
SM
µµ − 2Re(εµτ )AL sin
(
∆m231L
2E
)
+ ... , (11)
where A =
√
2GFne. The terms we have omitted in the above equation, as well as expanded
expressions for the rest of the probabilities, can be found in Ref. [6]. Notice that the νµ → ντ
channel also depends linearly on ετµ (see [6]) and that the dependence is CP-violating. On
the other hand, the mass and efficiency of the ECC detector are much smaller compared to
those of the MIND detectors for the νµ disappearance channel and therefore the sensitivity
is dominated by the latter. As can be seen in the figure, a near τ detector will determine
the modulus of εµτ through the zero-distance effect. This would translate into a vertical
band in the left panel of Fig. 8 and thus the increase of the mass of the near detector
improves the measurement of the imaginary part. However, given the linear dependence
due to the matter effects on propagation, the bound on the real part from the disappearance
channel remains stronger. We can also see that the bound on the modulus does not require
a very large near detector, the bound on the imaginary part is essentially only improved by
approximately 30 % in moving from a 1 kton to a 10 kton ECC detector.
Another important question is how well the Neutrino Factory would be able to measure
the unitarity-violating parameters if they are non-zero. For this reason, in the right panel of
Fig. 8, we show the sensitivity to ετµ assuming that |ετµ| = 3.2× 10−3 as well as φτµ = 45◦
which is disfavoured at only 1σ by current bounds. Again, we can see that the sensitivity
without the near detector is only to the real part of ετµ. In this setting, there is a degeneracy
extending essentially as |ετµ| ∝ 1/ cos(φτµ), along which the real part of ετµ is constant and
the imaginary part is changing. The introduction of near detectors results in an effective
measurement of |ετµ|, i.e., a vertical band in the plot, which intersects the far detector
measurement giving rise to two degenerate solutions, one for positive and one for negative
phase value. Again, the actual size of the near detector is not crucial and no significant gain
is seen beyond 1 kton.
These figures also show the strong complementarity between the near and far detectors
when it comes to measuring the phase of the unitarity-violating parameter, and thus also
a non-standard source of CP-violation. Neither the near nor the far detectors alone can
establish a CP-violating phase by themselves. However, combining the two results excludes
CP-conservation at 90 % confidence level.
Taking into account the results just presented above, we conclude that a Neutrino Fac-
tory would provide powerful tool for probing unitarity-violation in the leptonic mixing ma-
trix. For the parameters to which it is most sensitive, the sensitivity is an order of magnitude
better than the current experimental bounds. On the other hand, the interplay between the
near and far detectors would allow to test new sources of CP-violation in the lepton sector.
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4.4 Critical assessment on long baseline tau neutrino detection at Nufact
4.4.1 Standard oscillation physics
The prime focus of a neutrino factory is to provide precision measurements or tight con-
straints on the three-flavor oscillation parameters. Many studies done in the context of the
ISS [1,63] show that the potential to achieve this is excellent if it is ensured that parameter
correlations and degeneracies can be resolved. Any single rate measurement at some fixed
baseline L and neutrino energy E is sensitive only to a combination of parameters. To mea-
sure all parameters separately, the following possibilities exist to resolve the correlations
and degeneracies:
• Use measurements at different energies. This is difficult at a neutrino factory
due to the limited width of the neutrino spectrum and the limited energy resolution
of the MIND detector. It has been shown that the energy resolution of MIND is
not enough for a single detector located at intermediate baseline to solve all of the
degeneracies.
• Perform measurements at two different baselines L1 and L2. This is an
extremely powerful possibility, which is the reason, it is included in the current IDS-
NF baseline setup. In particular, a measurement at the magic baseline [60] turns out
to be very important. A detailed optimization study for L1 and L2 has been performed
in [5], with the result that the combination L1 = 4 000 km, L2 = 7 500 km is optimal
to study standard oscillation physics as well as non-standard neutrino interactions.
• Study different oscillation channels. With MIND detectors, the Golden (νe → νµ)
and Disappearance (νµ → νµ) channels are available, while an inclusion of a ντ detector
could in addition provide a window on the Silver (νe → ντ ) and Discovery (νµ → ντ )
channels. Ref. [5], however, shows that the combination of one MIND detector and one
ECC at the intermediate baseline is not as good as the combination of two MINDs at
two baselines, mainly because of the very low statistics at the τ -detector for θ13 ≤ 2◦.
On the other hand, adding one ECC to the setup with two MINDs does not provide
more than a marginal gain in sensitivity, independently of the neutrino energy and
baseline. The reason is that the analytical expressions for the oscillation probabilities
in the Golden and Silver channels are very similar (they differ only in the signs of
certain terms and in the exchange sin θ23 ↔ cos θ23 in several others), so that the
Silver channel could help only to resolve degeneracies. This, however, is already done
by the combination of the two Golden channel detectors. We, also, have checked
numerically that also the inclusion of the Discovery channel does not improve the
sensitivity of the neutrino factory to standard three-flavor oscillations.
In Ref. [64], the silver channel was studied to solve the octant degeneracy and as a tool
to study deviations from maximality of the atmospheric angle θ23. A comprehensive
study of alternatives to the silver channel for these tasks is lacking, see Ref. [65]. A
likely outcome of such a study will be that alternatives are better than the silver
channel. However, in the absence of such a study, we cannot draw a firm conclusion.
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As for the standard three-family oscillations, we thus believe that an ECC detector able
to look for νe → ντ and νµ → ντ channels will not improve significantly the performances of
the baseline neutrino factory setup with two MINDs , due to the strong statistical limitations
of the present detector design and to the relatively limited number of parameters to be
measured.
4.4.2 Non-standard oscillation physics
There are several interesting cases of new physics that can be studied through neutrino
oscillation experiments. We will address here the potential of a detector capable of τ -
identification in searching for Non-Standard Interactions (NSI) or additional singlet fermions
with some admixture with the three-family left-handed neutrinos, so-called ”sterile neutri-
nos”.
Non-standard interactions are effective four-fermion interactions, which arise if neutrinos
couple to new, heavy particles. This is similar to the Fermi theory of nuclear beta decay
emerging as the low-energy fingerprint of the Standard Model weak interactions. NSI can
affect the neutrino production and detection mechanism if they are of the charged current
type, and the neutrino propagation if they are of the neutral current type. In the first case,
the NSI can be parametrized as a small admixture of the “wrong flavor” |νβ〉 to a neutrino
produced or detected in association with a charged lepton of flavor α:
|νsα〉 = |να〉+
∑
β=e,µ,τ
εsαβ |νβ〉, e.g. π+
εsµe−−→ µ+νe (12)
〈νdα| = 〈να|+
∑
β=e,µ,τ
εdβα〈νβ| e.g. ντN
εdτe−−→ e−X . (13)
The second case corresponds to a non-standard contribution to the MSW potential:
V˜MSW =
√
2GFNe

1 + ε
m
ee ε
m
eµ ε
m
eτ
εm∗eµ ε
m
µµ ε
m
µτ
εm∗eτ ε
m∗
µτ ε
m
ττ

 . (14)
In the above expressions, the parameters εs,d,mαβ give the strength of the NSI relative to
standard weak interactions. A generic estimate is
|εs,d,mαβ | ∼
M2W
M2NSI
, (15)
whereMNSI is the new physics scale, at which the effective NSI operators are generated. Even
though the present model independent bounds on the εs,d,mαβ are not very strong (O(0.1−1)).
However, these bounds are not likely to be saturated in specific models [51, 52]; at least if
one follows the usual guidelines of model building: no fine-tuning, as few new particles as
possible, new physics preferably at or above the TeV scale, etc. Indeed, if the estimate (15)
is taken at face values, with MNSI ∼ 1 TeV, we expect εs,d,mαβ < 0.01. It is important to keep
in mind that, in any specific model, the phenomenological parameters εs,d,mαβ will in general
not be independent.
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Phenomenological models in which N new singlet fermions are mixed with the three left-
handed ones imply a straightforward generalization of the PMNS matrix to a (3+N)×(3+N)
unitary mixing matrix, that for the case of N = 1 is:
UPMNS =


Ue1 Ue2 Ue3 Ue4
Uµ1 Uµ2 Uµ3 Uµ4
Uτ1 Uτ2 Uτ3 Uτ4
Us1 Us2 Us3 Us4

 (16)
Some of these elements are strongly constrained by non-observation at reactors and at the
MiniBooNE experiment. On the other hand, models in which the mixing angles θi4 between
a new singlet fermion νs and the three active ones are all very small cannot be excluded.
Notice that, both for NSI and sterile neutrino models, new CP-violating phases are present
in addition to the standard three-family oscillation phase δ.
1. NSI in production and detection
NSI in production and detection imply non-unitarity of the PMNS matrix. Therefore,
if some of the new parameters ǫs,dαβ are non-vanishing, it is not enough to study the
two channels available at the MIND detector (the νe → νµ golden channel and the
νµ → νµ disappearance channel) to measure all of the new parameters of the model.
To study non-unitarity of the leptonic mixing matrix, there are two options:
• Measure all the oscillation probabilities P (νµ → νe), P (νµ → νµ), P (νµ → ντ )
(or P (νe → νe), P (νe → νµ), P (νe → ντ ), and check if they sum up to unity. A
problem of this approach is that νe detection is very difficult in a MIND detector,
so either there will be large uncertainties or a secondary detector with a different
technology (for example, liquid argon) should be added to the two MINDs setup.
Moreover, the systematical errors in the different oscillation channels will be
different, which also limits the achievable sensitivity.
• Use neutral current events. This is also difficult [66], and, at present, only a
sensitivity at the ten per cent level can be achieved. This might improve if the
neutral current cross sections were known better and if more sophisticated event
selection criteria could be developed.
Most of the new parameters could be measured using a dedicated near detector. The
detector design should be optimized so as to measure as much oscillation channels
as possible, and with very good τ -identification capability. Therefore, this detector
cannot be a scaled version of MIND. At present, no detailed study of such a detector
has been performed, see Refs. [51, 52] for the potential of an ECC near to a Neutrino
Factory source and the recent Ref. [8].
2. NSI in propagation
NSI in propagation do not imply a non-unitary PMNS matrix. In this case it is
therefore possible to obtain information on all of the new parameters ǫmαβ using the
two channels available at the MIND detector.
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A detailed study of NSI in propagation at a neutrino factory has been presented
in Ref. [5] (see fig. 9, taken from that paper). The results obtained show that the
IDS-NFS baseline neutrino factory with two MIND detectors at L ∼ 4000 km and
L ∼ 7500 km is sensitive to εmαβ ∼ 0.01− 0.1, independent of whether a ντ detector is
present. There might be a physics case for this detector if the process ντ +N → τ+X
proceeds in an unexpected way (e.g. an anomalous energy dependence), if τ leptons
are produced in a non-standard way (e.g. εdeτ 6= 0 or εdµτ 6= 0), or if the muons stored
in a neutrino factory have a small branching to ντ , e.g. due to ε
s
µτ 6= 0 or εseτ 6= 0. In
the first case, a ντ detector at around the first oscillation maximum would be required
because the ντ flux first has to be generated by oscillation from νµ; in the second case,
a ντ near detector would be optimal due to the higher flux at the near site.
From this analysis, we conclude that an ECC detector to look for τ ’s produced through
νe → ντ does not improve the expected IDS-NF baseline setup sensitivity to NSI in
propagation. A thorough study of the impact of νµ → ντ data is lacking, though. We
do not expect, however, these data to have a striking impact on the sensitivity, due to
unitarity of the PMNS matrix in models in which only NSI in matter are considered.
3. Sterile neutrinos
Even though sterile neutrinos do no longer receive as much attention nowadays as
before the publication of the MiniBooNE results, they are still a viable possibility,
motivated by the fact that neutral singlets νs appear in many models of new physics.
If they are light, the neutrinos produced in a neutrino factory may have a small
admixture of νs, while heavy νs (such as right-handed Majorana neutrinos in type-I
see-saw models) would manifest themselves in the form of a non-unitary mixing matrix
of the light neutrinos.
In the case of one light νs, a recent study [4] shows that the νµ → ντ appearance
channel (mostly disregarded up to now; see, however, Ref. [67]), measured with a
magnetized ECC, is extremely important when combined to νµ → νµ to measure
some of the parameters of the model, and in particular some of the new CP-violating
phases. On the other hand, the silver channel νe → ντ is only of limited impact when
added to the golden channel νe → νµ, although it is useful to solve some of the many
degeneracies in the parameter space.
A criticism to the use of magnetized ECC to study the νµ → ντ channel is that the
scanning load could be too high for this analysis to be realistic. However, it has been
found that the scanning load for an emulsion detector at L > 1 000 km is not huge:
O(500) events per kton per year with a 2×1020 flux are expected , for perfect efficiency.
Adding a similar number of background events, this scanning load is compatible with
extrapolation for present capabilities
Notice that for standard three-family oscillation and in models with NSI in propa-
gation, due to the unitarity of the PMNS matrix, a good knowledge of the golden
and the disappearance channel (both studied at MIND) should be enough to explore
the whole parameter space. This, however, is not the case in models in which the
3 × 3 PMNS matrix is not unitary. In sterile neutrino models, for example, since we
are not able to study the νµ → νs appearance channel(s), the information that can
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Figure 9: Summary of the neutrino factory performance with and without the presence of
non-standard interactions. The IDS-NF setup with two MIND detectors at L1 = 4 000 km,
L2 = 7 500 km was used, and the “true” parameter values sin
2 2θ13 = 0.001 and δCP = 3π/2
were assumed. The plot shows that sensitivities are poor at Eµ = 5 GeV (light bars), but
increase dramatically at Eµ = 25 GeV (medium light bars). The benefit from increasing
Eµ further to 50 GeV (dark bars) is only marginal, as is the benefit from including a silver
channel detector. Figure taken from [5]; see that paper for details.
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be extracted from the νµ disappearance channel and the νµ → ντ channel are not
identical. The same would happen in extensions of the standard model in which NSI
are considered both in propagation and production, such as to violate unitarity of the
PMNS matrix.
From the analysis of Ref. [4] we conclude that the combination of the IDS-NF baseline
setup (with two MINDs) with one or two magnetized ECC increase significantly the
potential of the Neutrino Factory to measure all the parameter space of the (3+1)-
neutrino model and, in particular, to increase its CP-violation discovery potential.
However, it has been shown that the present design of the magnetized ECC is not op-
timized and that a dedicated study of the detector to look for new physics is mandatory
(see next section).
The optimal location for a long baseline τ -detector to study sterile neutrinos is not
clear, yet. Whereas a detector whose purpose is the study of the silver channel in the
framework of the three-family model or NSI in propagation is optimally located around
the intermediate IDS-NF baseline (see ISS Final Report and Ref. [5]), it seems that to
study (3+1) sterile neutrinos to put the magnetized ECC detector at the Magic Base-
line could be more convenient. This is particularly true for searches of CP-violating
signals. At the Magic Baseline, indeed, the standard three-family CP-violating ef-
fect vanishes, and therefore if CP-violation is observed this is clearly pointing out
the existence of physics beyond the standard model (either new particles, such as the
sterile neutrinos, or new effective operators, such as in NSI). Notice that the νµ → ντ
statistics at the Magic Baseline is still large (of O(500) events for 1 kton MECC with
perfect efficiency and 2× 1020 useful muons per year).
4.4.3 Technological options for τ-detectors
The technology for tau-detectors has not been fixed yet. The liquid argon technology should
be studied further (something compatible with the time scale of a Neutrino Factory). Fur-
thermore, the impact of systematics errors in the magnetized emulsion technique (MECC)
is shown to be very important, see Fig. 10.
In the figure, the sensitivity to two parameters of a model with three active and one
sterile neutrino (the ”3+1” model) using the νµ → ντ channel is shown. The dashed gray line
refers to the sensitivity to those parameters achievable using two 50 kton MIND detectors:
one at an intermediate baseline, L = 3000−4000 km, and the second at the Magic Baseline.
In the two panels, we show the sensitivity for a 50 GeV muon Neutrino Factory (left) and a
20 GeV muon Neutrino Factory (right). It is clear from the left panel that a huge increase
in the sensitivity of the νµ → ντ channel is achieved if the uncorrelated systematic errors are
reduced from 10%(black solid line) to 3% (green solid line). This improvement is actually
much more important than an increase in the MECC detector mass from 4 kton (green solid
line) to 8 kton (green dashed line).
This systematic error is taking into account in a non-detailed way systematics induced
by normalization of the flux and cross-sections. Both are expected to be better known after
the first OPERA phase. Moreover, ντN cross-sections must be studied with a near detector,
as it happens for the νµN one. This means that these sources of systematics can be strongly
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Figure 10: Left (right) panel: Dependence of the excluded region in the (θ24, θ34)-plane
on the systematic errors fµτ ≡ fj and σα for the discovery channel (νµ → ντ ) as well as
the MECC detector mass at the 50 GeV (20 GeV) neutrino factory, where the excluded
regions are by the discovery channel only. The solid (dashed) lines assume 4 kton (8 kton)
for the tau detector mass. The solid gray line, which stands for the excluded region by the
νµ disappearance channel, is also shown. Taken from Ref. [4].
reduced. A study of the possible improvement of the sensitivity with a better design of the
τ -detector in the framework of NSI extensions of the standard model is lacking.
4.4.4 Conclusions & recommendations
In this note, we have discussed the potential of an ECC, added to the IDS-NF baseline setup
(with two MIND detectors located at L ∼ 4000 km and at the Magic Baseline), in three
models: the standard three-family oscillation scenario; an extension of the SM with Non-
Standard Interactions in matter; and an extension of the SM with one extra light singlet
fermion (the so-called 3+1 sterile neutrino model). In the first two cases, the ντ detector
does not improve the potential of the IDS-NF baseline setup to measure the oscillation
parameters or to uncover new physics effects in neutrino oscillations. The reason is that,
due to the large mixing in the µ-τ sector, most effects that are present for τ -neutrinos,
will have a similar impact also for µ-neutrinos. In these models, the τ -detector could only
serve as a tool for resolving parameter degeneracies. This, however, could be also achieved
combining the Golden and Disappearance channels and data from two different baselines
L = 4 000 km and L = 7 500 km. We must remind that a comparison of the potential of the
IDS-NF baseline setup and the same setup with an additional τ -detector to measure the
θ23-octant in the standard three-family oscillation model is missing, though (see Ref. [64]).
In the case of the (3+1)-sterile neutrino model, studied in Ref. [4], the availability of
the νµ → ντ data using a magnetized ECC has been shown to be extremely important to
measure the whole parameter space of the model and, in particular, to study CP-violating
phases different from the standard three-family oscillation one, δ.
There may also be a physics case for ντ detection if new physics should manifest itself
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in the ντ detection process, or if non-standard couplings of νµ, νe to τ leptons or of ντ to
muons and electrons should exist. However, non-standard contributions to the ντ detection
process would require a ντ detector at a long baseline (e.g. 4 000 km), while non-standard
τ and ντ production can be most efficiently observed in a ντ near detector.
The outcome of this short review is that it is very difficult, at the present stage, to draw
a final conclusion on the increase in the Neutrino Factory physics potential to discover new
physics if a τ -detector is added to the IDS-NF baseline setup. It is also far from clear which
detector technology would be optimal: a good knowledge of the ECC technology will be
available only after some years of OPERA data taking; it is not clear if a magnetized ECC,
important to increase the ECC statistics, is feasible; the liquid Argon technology has not
been studied in detail. Eventually, the technology to be used if a near τ -detector should be
built could be completely different from what proposed up to now: due to the high neutrino
flux at the near site if exposed to a Neutrino Factory beam, more powerful techniques than
what suggested for a large detector could be used, since a smaller detector mass could be
sufficient.
In view of these arguments, we suggest that the ECC τ -detector is not to be included in
the IDS-NF baseline setup due to the absence of a compelling physics case and, given the
present very preliminary status of the detector design. This does not exclude the option
that a ντ detector (not necessarily based on the ECC technology) is added to the neutrino
factory at a later stage of the project if unexpected results from the LHC or from the
neutrino factory itself should create a physics case for it.
However, we think it is mandatory to further pursue the study of the potential of such
a detector, especially in view of the fact that we do not know what new physics may be
out there. Having access to more flavors can only increase the discovery potential of the
Neutrino Factory. Notice, eventually, that if θ13 results to be large (see solar, atmospheric
and MINOS results), part of the statistical problems of the τ -channels become less relevant.
At the same time, the main motivation for a Neutrino Factory would become the search
for new physics beyond the Standard Model, and therefore the option of an increased flavor
sensitivity becomes extremely interesting.
4.5 Relevance of Near Detectors at Nufact
As far as the importance and requirements for near detectors at a neutrino factory are
concerned, the questions raised by the International Design Study for the Neutrino Factory
(IDS-NF) include: What is the potential of near detectors to cancel systematical errors?
When do we need a near detector for standard oscillation physics? What (minimal) char-
acteristics do we require, such as technology, number, and sites? What properties do near
detectors need for new physics searches? From these questions, we can read off already
two obstacles: First of all, one has to address which kind of systematics near detectors
should reduce, and second, one has to address what kind of new physics near detectors may
help for. In the following, we split the discussion into standard oscillation physics and new
physics searches.
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Figure 11: Geometry of the muon storage ring and possible near detector (ND) locations
(not to scale). The baseline L is the distance between production point and near detector,
i.e., d ≤ L ≤ d+ s. Figure taken from Ref. [8].
4.5.1 Near detectors for standard oscillation physics
As it is illustrated in Fig. 11, (at least) two near detectors are required for a neutrino factory
if the µ− and µ+ circulate in different directions in the ring. For the same reason, charge
identification is, in principle, not required, since there are no wrong sign muons produced
by oscillations so close to the source. However, for background measurements (such as from
charm decays), a magnetic field may be necessary. As it is demonstrated in Ref. [8], the
size, location, and geometry of the near detectors hardly matter for standard oscillation
physics even in extreme cases of possible near detectors. Because of the high statistics in all
energy bins of the near detectors, the physics potential is generally limited by the statistics
in the far detector(s). However, note that rare interactions used for flux monitoring, such
as inverse muon decays or elastic scattering, may require large enough detectors. A possible
near detector design for a neutrino factory is, for instance, discussed in Ref. [40].
As far as the systematics treatment is concerned, the current IDS-NF baseline setup re-
lies on uncorrelated (among all oscillation channels, detectors, and neutrinos-antineutrinos)
signal and background normalization errors treating the near detector(s) implicitly, whereas
realistic systematics implies particular correlations. For example, the cross section errors
are correlated among all channels and detectors measuring the same νµ or ν¯µ (inclusive)
charged current cross sections, but there may be a shape error, i.e., the errors may uncor-
related among the energy bins. On the other hand, flux errors are correlated among all
detectors and channels from the same decays in the same storage ring straight, and they are
correlated among different energy bins. In Ref. [8], the systematical errors have been tested
which are, in principle, reducible by the use of near detectors. Note that there may be other
types of systematics, such as fiducial volume errors, which have not yet been discussed. The
refined systematics treatment is illustrated for the CP violation discovery reach in Fig. 12,
in comparison to the IDS-NF current parameterization (dashed curves). In the left panel,
only one baseline is used. In this case, the near detectors turn out to be very important.
In the right panel, the combination of two baselines is shown. The result using the new
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Figure 12: CP violation discovery reach as a function of true sin2 2θ13 and the fraction of
(true) δCP for one far detector (left) and two far detectors (right); 3σ CL. Figure taken from
Ref. [8].
systematics treatment is already better than the previous one even without near detector,
because the cross sections are fully correlated between the two detectors. This means that
possible cross section errors cancel. The near detectors improve the result even further.
4.5.2 Near detectors for new physics searches
In order to address the requirements for near detectors for new physics searches, one has
to specify which type of new physics. Here we show a number of examples to produce a
list of detector requirements which should be as complete as possible. If the new physics
originates from heavy mediators, which are integrated out, the new physics can be parame-
terized in the effective operator picture. The lowest possible effective operators affecting the
production, propagation, or detection of neutrinos are dimension six operators, suppressed
by v2/Λ2 by the new physics scale Λ compared to the SM Higgs VeV v. At tree level,
they can be mediated by heavy neutral fermions, leading to a non-unitary mixing matrix
after the re-diagonalization and re-normalization of the kinetic terms of the neutrinos (see,
e.g., Ref. [6] for a short summary), or by scalar or vector bosons, leading to so-called non-
standard interactions (NSI; see, e.g., Ref. [68] for the terminology). A very different type of
new physics is the oscillation into light sterile neutrinos, because it may lead to oscillation
signatures. We consider near detectors for these three applications. As the common require-
ment to near detectors compared to standard oscillation physics, the detector mass is very
important, because the new physics sensitivity is in many cases limited by the statistics in
the near detectors.
The most interesting non-standard interactions for near detectors may be ǫseτ and ǫ
s
µτ ,
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which replace an initial νe or νµ in the beam by a ντ . Since these NSI lead to a zero-
distance effect ∝ |ǫατ |2. As illustrated in Ref. [8], the sensitivity to these parameters can
be significantly improved in the presence of ντ near detectors. If the two effects need to
be distinguished, charge identification is required. Assuming that this new physics effect
originates from d = 6 NSI and that the bounds from charge lepton flavor violation will be
strong enough, the bounds from the source effects can be translated into bounds on the
matter effect ǫmµτ [52] (see also Ref. [69] for a particular model). In particular models, also
other types of NSI at the source may be interesting, such as ǫseµ from a Higgs triplet as type-II
see-saw mediator [70]. This application relies on excellent charge identification properties of
the near detector(s). The above mentioned non-unitarity leads to a particular, fundamental
correlation among source, matter, and detector effects. In this case, near detectors improve
the measurements in a similar way [6]. Both the NSI and non-unitarity searches have in
common that the near detector location only affects statistics, whereas there is no relevant
oscillation effect close to the source.
The search for sterile neutrinos is qualitatively different: The location of the near de-
tectors affects the sensitive ∆m2 range. An interesting example is the disappearance of νe
at short baselines, discussed in Ref. [71]. In this case, the oscillations have to be averaged
over the decay straight, which leads to significant effects for near detectors very close to the
source (or large ∆m2). In addition, the unknown cross section errors play the same role as
the unknown fluxes in the two-detector reactor experiments, such as Double Chooz or Daya
Bay. Therefore, a similar approach has been proposed in Ref. [71]: two sets of near detectors
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at different (short) baselines, which are sensitive to different ∆m2-ranges, are important for
the systematics cancellation of the cross section errors. The result is illustrated in Fig. 13
for d = 50 km (ND) and d = 2 km (FD), where the thick curve shows the combined sensi-
tivity. If only ND or FD is used (medium thin solid curves), the sensitivity is limited by
the knowledge of the cross sections. Obviously, the current bound can be exceeded by two
orders of magnitude.
4.5.3 Summary
The requirements/characteristics of near detectors at a neutrino factory can be summarized
as follows: For standard oscillation physics, the exact location, size, and geometry of the
detectors hardly matters because of the large statistics. Data for the νµ and ν¯µ cross
sections are already sufficient, because only these two are needed in the far detectors (for
a high energy neutrino factory). If the µ+ and µ− circulate in different directions in the
storage ring(s), at least two near detectors are needed. A magnetic field may be necessary
for background measurements.
For nearly all new physics applications, the sizes (masses) of the near detectors are
important. Since the size of the detector cannot be arbitrarily increased beyond the opening
angle of the beam, the detectors should be as long as possible in order to capture a large
portion of the on-axis flux. For new physics searches, all flavors should be measured, and
charge identification is mandatory for many applications. For some purposes, such as the
short baseline electron neutrino disappearance, more than one set of near detectors may be
required. In addition, for any light sterile neutrino oscillation search, the baselines of the
near detectors are very important. Energy resolution, on the other hand, is of secondary
importance, since the energy resolution is, close to the source, limited by the extension of
the decay straight.
In conclusion, near detectors at a neutrino factory are important for both standard
oscillation physics and new physics searches. From the physics point of view, however, the
requirements, such as size and location, may be driven by new physics searches.
5 Update on betabeam performance
5.1 Baseline scenario optimization
The β-beam concept was first introduced in Ref. [72]. It involves producing a large number
of β-unstable ions, accelerating them to some reference energy, and allowing them to decay
in the straight section of a storage ring, resulting in a very intense and pure νe or ν¯e beam.
“Golden” sub-leading transitions, νe → νµ and ν¯e → ν¯µ, can then be measured through muon
observation in a distant detector. In the original proposal 18Ne (6He) ions are accelerated
to γ ∼ 100 and stored so that νe (ν¯e) beams are produced and detected at a Mton class
water Cˇerenkov detector located at L = 130km at the Frejus site. Numerous modifications
of this basic setup have been studied, most of them being different combinations of two
basic ingredients: the possibility of accelerating the ions to higher γ factors [73, 74], thus
increasing the flux and the statistics at the detector, and the possibility of considering the
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Element A/Z T1/2 (s) Qβ eff (MeV) Decay Fraction
18Ne 1.8 1.67 3.41 92.1%
2.37 7.7%
1.71 0.2%
8B 1.6 0.77 13.92 100%
6He 3.0 0.81 3.51 100%
8Li 2.7 0.83 12.96 100%
Table 2: A/Z, half-life and end-point energies for three β+-emitters (18Ne and 8B) and two
β−-emitters (6He and 8Li). All different β-decay channels for 18Ne are presented.
decay of different ions to produce the neutrino beam. In particular 8B and 8Li have been
proposed as alternatives to 18Ne and 6He respectively [75–77]
Here we investigate the physics potential of the γ = 100 β-Beam option, accessible at the
CERN SPS, comparing the different possible choices of ions and baselines. We also take into
account the atmospheric background expected at the detector and study the suppression
factor of this background required through the bunching of the beam to attain the best
sensitivities in the different setups.
In Tab. 2 we show the relevant parameters for the β decay of four ions: 18Ne and 6He,
8Li and 8B. As can be seen, the main difference between the two sets of ions consists in
their decay energy: Qβ ∼ 3.5 for 18Ne and 6He and Qβ ∼ 12.5 for 8Li and 8B. Thus, the
neutrino beams produced by the decay of the latter set of ions are around 3.5 times more
energetic than the ones produced by the former when accelerated to the same γ factor. This
also means that, for the oscillation to be on peak, a baseline 3.5 times longer is required
to achieve the same L/E value. As a consequence, a suppression of the neutrino flux at
the detector of one order of magnitude, since the flux decreases with L−2. For this reason,
β-Beams based on 8Li and 8B decays usually suffer from low statistics. This was one of
the reasons why ions such as 18Ne and 6He with rather low decay energies were chosen
in the original proposal. Despite their statistical limitations, however, 8Li and 8B offer
the interesting opportunity to probe higher neutrino energies (with respect to 6He and 18Ne
beams) using the maximum γ factor achievable at the existing facilities. The higher energies
accessible translate in stronger matter effects and generally higher sensitivity to the neutrino
mass hierarchy through them.
A key factor in the determination of the best ion candidates is the achievable number of
decays per year for each ion. This factor is at present extremely uncertain. For 18Ne and
6He “standard” fluxes of 1.1×1018 and 2.9×1018 useful decays per year are usually assumed.
These fluxes would grant the γ = 100 β-Beam proposal enough sensitivity to compete with
similar Super-Beam facilities. Preliminary studies show that this requirement should be
achievable for 6He ions (the estimations actually yield a flux somewhat larger, of 3.18×1018
useful decays per year). In the case of 18Ne, on the other hand, the production of an intense
flux is much more challenging and the present estimates fall two orders of magnitude short
of the mark, yielding a flux of 4.64 × 1016 useful decays per year. We will present results
for both assumptions of the fluxes for 18Ne and 6He, the nominal one and that achievable
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with present studies. A similar analysis of the achievable fluxes for 8Li and 8B is only in
its very early stages. Assuming that the two ions can be produced with the rates described
in [75] a preliminary estimate of its fluxes after the acceleration up to γ = 100 through the
SPS yielded 3.49× 1018 and 7.56× 1018 useful decays per year for 8B and 8Li, respectively.
We will evaluate the sensitivities achievable with neutrino beams based on the decays of 8Li
and 8B assuming these production fluxes. However, the extraction of this intense 8B fluxes
could be challenging, since B is known to be very reactive and difficult to release.
The choice of the baseline should match the neutrino energy, since neutrino flavour
change oscillates with L/E. Too short a baseline will not allow oscillations to develop
and a baseline much larger than the one matching the first oscillation peak will reduce
unnecessarily the statistics at the detector due to the beam divergence as L−2. There are
two sites capable of housing the Mton class water Cerenkov detector proposed to observe the
neutrino beam produced at CERN and that match the baseline requirements. The shorter
baseline is 130 Km and matches the CERN to Frejus distance. It is suited to observe the
first oscillation peak of neutrinos from 18Ne and 6He decays accelerated to γ = 100, and it
was the baseline suggested in the original β-Beam proposal. A longer baseline of 650 Km
would correspond to the CERN to Canfranc distance and would roughly match the first
oscillation peak of neutrinos from 8Li and 8B decays accelerated to γ = 100. Oscillations of
neutrinos from 18Ne and 6He could also be observed at this baseline at the second peak for
γ = 100 or at the first peak for γ = 350 (achievable with a refurbished SPS [73]).
With the four ion candidates and two baselines available we have explored the sensitiv-
ities to the unknown parameters of four possible β-Beam setups:
• 1. The “standard” setup with neutrinos from 18Ne and 6He decays accelerated to
γ = 100. The baseline is L = 130 Km and the fluxes are given by 1.1 × 1018 and
2.9× 1018 useful decays per year for 18Ne and 6He, respectively. We assumed a 5 year
run with each ion. This setup is represented by the black solid line in Fig 14.
• 2. The same as setup 1 but with the estimated fluxes of 4.64 × 1016 and 3.18 × 1018
useful decays per yer for 18Ne and 6He, respectively. This is depicted by the green
dotdashed line in Fig 14.
• 3. A setup based in 8Li and 8B decays accelerated to γ = 100. The baseline is L = 650
Km and the fluxes 3.49× 1018 and 7.56× 1018 useful decays per year for 8B and 8Li,
respectively. We assumed a 5 year run with each ion. This setup is represented by
the blue dotted line in Fig 14.
• 4. A setup based in 8Li, 8B and 6He decays accelerated to γ = 100. The baseline is
L = 650 Km; the same fluxes as for setups 2 and 3 were assumed. We assumed a 5,
3 and 2 year run with 8B, 8Li and 6He, respectively. This setup is represented by the
red dashed line in Fig 14.
The expected efficiencies and beam-induced backgrounds of the detector when exposed
to the considered beams has been added as migration matrices extracted from Ref. [74].
In all the simulations the following best fit values and 1σ errors for the known oscillation
parameters were assumed: ∆m221 = (8.0± 0.3)× 10−5 eV2, ∆m231 = (2.6± 0.1)× 10−3 eV2,
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Figure 14: Comparison of the 3 σ discovery potential of different β-Beam setups to leptonic
CP-violation (left panel) and the mass hierarchy (right panel). Solid, dotdashed, dotted and
dashed lines correspond to the setups, 1, 2, 3 and 4 described in the text, respectively. Taken
from Ref. [9].
θ12 = 33.0
◦±1.3◦ and θ23 = 45.0◦±4.5◦. These parameters were marginalized over to present
the final curves. The background caused by atmospheric neutrinos in the detector was
neglected in this section but will be discussed in detail in the next section. The evaluation
of the performance of the detector made use of the GLoBES software [24, 25].
The expected CP discovery potential (defined as the values of θ13 and δ that would allow
to discard at 3σ the CP-conserving values δ = 0 and δ = π) of the four setups considered is
presented in the left panel of Fig 14. The discovery potential down to the smallest values of
θ13 corresponds to setup 1, since the shorter baseline guarantees higher statistics. However,
taking into account the very low fluxes estimated for 18Ne in setup 2, the sensitivity to
CP-violation is lost. Setup 3, based on 8B and 8Li decays has a smaller statistics and worse
sensitivity for small values of θ13. Moreover, the stronger matter effects present at these
higher energies and baseline can mimic true CP-violation and lead to degeneracies that
translate into the loss of sensitivity for negative values of δ around sin2 2θ13 = 3 × 10−2.
In order to alleviate this degeneracy problem we introduced setup 4: the combination of
information at the first oscillation peak from 8B and 8Li beams with that from a 6He beam
at the second oscillation peak is enough to solve the sign degeneracies and fill in the gap in
sensitivity for negative values of δ [76].
The term in the oscillation probability that provides the sensitivity to CP-violation
is suppressed by sin 2θ13 and ∆m
2
21L/E and has to compete with a δ-independent term
suppressed by sin2 2θ13. The sensitivity to CP-violation thus decreases for the largest values
of θ13, where the δ-independent term dominates. However, in setups 3 and 4 the value of
L/E is larger for the lower energy bins than in setup 1 and, thus, their sensitivity to CP-
violation outperforms that of setup 1 for large values of θ13 even if their statistics is lower.
It should also be remarked that the expected statistics in the detector strongly depends of
the assumed value of the cross section which, at very low energies below 1 GeV, is plagued
by nuclear effects uncertainties and different computations can differ up to a factor two,
leading to very different estimations of the sensitivity for the lower energy setups 1 and
2. The cross section assumed here is particularly optimistic at these low energies, which
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emphasizes the statistics difference between setup 1 and setups 3 and 4, allowing it to reach
smaller values of θ13.
The expected discovery potential to a normal mass hierarchy, defined as the values of θ13
and δ that would allow to discard an inverted hierarchy at 3σ, of the four setups considered is
presented in the right panel of Fig 14. Notice that only setups 3 and 4 show some sensitivity
to mass hierarchy. Setups 1 and 2 have too small matter effects due to the low energy of
the beam and the shorter baseline to be able to measure the mass hierarchy by themselves.
Nevertheless, some sensitivity to the mass hierarchy could be gained when combining their
information with atmospheric neutrino oscillations measured at the detector [78]. The
better sensitivity of setup 4 with respect to setup 3 for negative values of δ is again due to
the complementarity of the information on the oscillation probability of 6He at the second
oscillation peak that allows to break degeneracies when combined with 8Li and 8B at the
first peak [76].
We conclude that the setups 3 and 4 based on 8Li and 8B decays outperform the standard
setup 1 based on 18Ne and 6He decays for values of sin2 2θ13 > 2× 10−2, providing a better
sensitivity to CP-violation and to the mass hierarchy. For small values of θ13, setup 1, with
its better statistics, is the better option. However, if it turns out that the present estimation
of the achievable 18Ne fluxes cannot be improved, all the sensitivity to CP-violation is lost
(setup 2) and alternative setups based on 8Li and 8B decays would remain the only option.
5.2 The atmospheric neutrino background
One of the main sources of background that can spoil the β-Beam sensitivity is the back-
ground from atmospheric neutrinos. This background can be reduced by imposing angular
cuts in the direction of the beam. The typical scattering angle of the lepton produced in
CC interactions with respect to the incident neutrino is ∼ √1/E. We have evaluated the
expected number of muon neutrinos arriving within a solid angle ∼ √1/E in the beam
direction for the different energy beams and studied its impact on the sensitivities. Even
after imposing this directional cut the background level dominates the expected signal and
an additional cut must be imposed to reduce it to acceptable levels. This can be achieved
by accumulating the signal in small bunches so as to use timing information to reduce the
constant atmospheric background. Previous analysis showed that for the standard setup
the decaying ions must be accumulated in very small bunches occupying just a ∼ 10−3
fraction of the storage ring so as to achieve a 10−3 suppression factor of the background.
Since the atmospheric neutrino background decreases with the energy as ∼ E−2, for the
setups considered here based on 8Li and 8B decays with ∼ 3.5 times higher energy, an order
of magnitude less atmospheric background can be expected at the detector. We studied
whether this allows to relax the stringent ∼ 10−3 bunching required on the signal. Notice
that the achievable ion flux is strongly affected by this strong requirement and a relaxation
of this value could allow an increase in statistics.
In Fig. 15 we show the dependence on the background suppression factor of the 3σ
discovery potential to leptonic CP-violation (left panels) and the mass hierarchy (right
panels). The lines correspond to no atmospheric background (orange) and to suppression
factors of 10−4 (green), 10−3 (blue) and 10−2 (red). The upper panels correspond to setup
1 (left) and 3 (right), respectively. We can see from these two plots that there is almost no
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Figure 15: Dependence on the background suppression factor of the the 3 σ discovery
potential to leptonic CP-violation for setup 1 (upper left), setup 3 (upper right) and setup
4 (bottom left). The bottom right panel represents the sensitivity to the mass hierarchy for
setup 4. The lines correspond to no atmospheric background (orange) and to suppression
factors of 10−4 (green), 10−3 (blue) and 10−2 (red). Taken from Ref. [9].
difference between the sensitivity with no atmospheric background (orange line) and with
a 10−4 background (green line). The atmospheric background thus becomes negligible if a
10−4 suppression is achieved. The sensitivities for the 10−3 suppression case (blue lines) are
only slightly worse than those for 10−4. Thus, 10−3 seems the goal that should be achieved
in order to exploit the full potential of the β-Beam. However, it can be seen that, whilts
setup 1 have a CP discovery potential that is independent on the sign of the CP-violating
phase, setup 3 (that is more sensible to matter effects) suffers from degeneracies for negative
δ. This is cured by the addition of a component of 6He beam in setup 4 that, combined with
the two high-Q beams solve the sign degeneracy and restore symmetry between positive and
negative δ values (lower panel, right). The sensitivity to the mass hierarchy in setup 4 can
be seen in lower panel (right) as a function of the suppression factor. Notice that, for all
setups, the CP discovery potential is strongly degraded for a suppression factor of 10−2.
We conclude that in all the setups studied a background suppression of∼ 10−3 is required
to achieve the full sensitivity of the β-Beam. The fact that the higher energy beams provided
by 8Li and 8B decays require the same background suppression than those based on 18Ne
and 6He is the non-trivial consequence of many factors.
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The suppression of the signal for the high-Q beam is not fully compensated by the higher
cross section at higher energies (more than a factor 3.5 larger since the cross section grows
faster than linearly at those energies) and by the higher flux assumed here for 8B and 8Li,
around three times larger. Eventually, the efficiency of the detector gets degraded at high
energies, since water Cˇerenkov detectors are not optimal beyond the quasi-elastic regime
of the cross section. In particular, following Ref. [74], we find the efficiencies to be around
more than a factor two smaller for the higher Q ions than for 18Ne and 6He. This means
that the signal/background fraction remains similar in all scenarios and a suppression factor
∼ 10−3 is always required to achieve the full β-Beam potential.
5.3 Greenfield scenario optimization: two baseline betabeam
It is well-known that for L ∼ 7000 km the density encountered by the (anti)neutrinos allows
for a resonant enhancement in the probability when Eν ∼ 6 GeV if the mass hierarchy is
normal (inverted). Therefore, 8B and 8Li turn out to be the best candidates to determine
the mass hierarchy, as their end point energies are much higher than those of the “standard”
ions, 6He and 18Ne.
However, another detector at a short baseline is needed in order to probe CP-violation,
as δ cannot be measured at the magic baseline. For neutrinos coming from 6He and 18Ne
decays at γ = 350, the mean neutrino energy of E0γ ∼ 1.2 GeV translates into an on-peak
baseline of L = 618 km, while for 8B and 8Li this baseline would be L ∼ 1500− 2000 km.
As the flux is proportional to L−2, 6He and 18Ne turn out to be the best candidates to probe
CP-violation.
The original design of the storage ring proposed in [72] must be modified when the boost
factor is increased up to γ = 350. If we use LHC dipolar magnets to bend the ions, and
keeping the straight sections untouched, the useful fraction of ion decays for this ring (also
called “livetime”) would be5 l = 0.28, the total length being Lr = 8974 m. The tilt angle
needed to aim at the near detector is ϑ = 3◦: this means that the maximum depth of the far
end of the ring is d = 197 m. However, the tilt angle to aim at L = 7000 km is ϑ = 34.5◦. In
this case, the ring would reach a depth of d = 2132 m, something well beyond any realistic
possibility.
Note that with the refurbished SPS (SPS+) the 8B and 8Li ions could be accelerated
up to γ = 650 and γ = 390, respectively. Due to the resonance, this 10% increase in the
γ factor for 8Li produces an increase of a 40% in the number of antineutrino events at the
detector. Therefore, we can reduce the livetime l = 0.6 × 0.28 ∼ 0.17 by reducing the
straight section of the ring to L = 998 m, and the physics reach of the setup will remain
practically unaffected. This ring would be almost 1 Km less deep than the one described
above, d = 1282 m.
We make the following choices for our detectors: (1) Since CP measurements are better
at lower energies, it is preferable to have a detector with low threshold and good energy
resolution. We opt for a water C˘erenkov detector with 500 kton fiducial mass (as in Refs. [73,
74]). This detector could be hosted at Canfranc, for example, at a distance of 650 km from
the β-Beam at CERN; (2) Higher energy neutrinos from highly boosted 8B and 8Li ions will
5lracetrack =
Lstraight
2Lstraight+2piR
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be sent to the far detector. We prefer thus to choose a 50 kton magnetized iron detector
for the magic baseline: the ICAL@INO detector in India [79], located at a distance of 7152
km, which will soon go under construction.
To simulate the response of the water C˘erenkov detector we use the migration matrices
given in [73], while for the iron detector, we follow the efficiencies and backgrounds derived in
[40] for the Neutrino Factory (NF) fluxes. Notice that this is a very conservative assumption,
since for a β-Beam charge identification is not mandatory, unlike in the NF. Therefore, the
charge ID capability of the detector could be used to further reduce the background. Finally,
the performance of the iron detector is affected by large uncertainties at energies around
1− 5 GeV. However, we need this detector only to observe the resonance in the probability
which takes place around 6 − 7 GeV, so these uncertainties will practically have no effect
at all in the performance of our setup.
Preliminary studies on the ion production rates show that these could be enhanced in
the near future. Therefore, as β-Beams are facilities under study for construction in the
next two decades, we will assume that 1019 ions per year can be stored into the ring, for all
ion species [80], with a livetime l = 0.28 for the ring aiming at the 650 Km baseline and
l = 0.6 × 0.28 for the ring aiming at the magic baseline. For 6He and 18Ne beams, this
means that we are considering ∼ 3 × 1018 useful decays per year aiming at the 650 Km
detector. This choice corresponds to the nominal flux for 6He ions and roughly twice the
nominal flux for 18Ne ions6. For the four ions setup proposed in Ref. [10], a runtime with
each ion species of 2.5 years is considered.
We present in Fig. 16 the comparison of the performance of our setup with the IDS
Neutrino Factory design [1] (with 25 GeV muons stored in two racetrack rings aiming
at two 50 Kton magnetized iron detectors of the MIND-type located at L = 4000 Km
and L = 7500, respectively, with 5 × 1020 useful muon decays per year aiming at each
detector) and the one-baseline β-Beam set-up proposed in [73, 74], where neutrino beams
produced by 18Ne and 6He decays accelerated to γ = 350 are detected in a 500 kton water
C˘erenkov detector located at 650 km. In both setups, five years of data taking with neutrinos
and anti-neutrinos are considered.
We have considered 2.5% and 5% systematic errors on the signal and on the beam-
induced background, respectively. They have been included as “pulls” in the statistical
χ2 analysis. The following 1σ errors for the oscillation parameters were also considered:
δθ12 = 1%, δθ23 = 5%, δ∆m
2
21 = 1% and ∆m
2
31 = 2%. Eventually, an error δA = 5% has
been considered for the Earth density given by the PREM model [41, 42]. Marginalization
over these parameters has been performed for all observables. The Globes 3.0 [24, 25]
software was used to perform the numerical analysis.
We quantify the physics reach of the experiments in terms of three different performance
indicators:
1. The sin2 2θ13 discovery reach: This is the minimum true value of sin
2 2θ13 for which
the experiment can rule out at the 1 d.o.f. 3σ the value sin2 2θ13 = 0 in the fit, after
marginalizing over all the other parameters.
6Notice that, as it was stressed in Sect. 5.1, at present a flux of only 4.6 × 1016 useful 18Ne ion decays
are achievable.
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Figure 16: Comparison of our proposed set-up (black solid lines) with the IDS Neutrino
Factory baseline design (green dotted lines) and the high γ β-Beam set-up from [73,74]. The
upper left hand panel shows sin2 2θ13 discovery reach, the upper right hand panels shows
the CP violation reach, and the lower panels show the mass hierarchy discovery reach for
normal (left panel) and inverted (right pannel) hierarchy. All sensitivities are presented as
a function of the fraction of the values of δ for which they can be discovered. Taken from
Ref. [10].
2. The CP-violation reach: This is the range of δ as a function of sin2 2θ13 which can
rule out no CP-violation (δ = 0 and 180◦) at the 1 d.o.f. 3σ, after marginalizing over
all the other parameters.
3. The sgn(∆m231) reach in sin
2 2θ13: This is defined as the limiting value of sin
2 2θ13 for
which the wrong hierarchy can be eliminated at 3σ.
From Fig. 16 it is clear that the facility with sensitivity to the different observables down
to smallest values of sin2 2θ13 is the Neutrino Factory. This can be understood from the
much larger fluxes assumed for the IDS setup: 5 × 1020 useful muon decays per year and
per baseline to be compared to the 3× 1018 assumed for the β-Beams. On the other hand,
the high energy of the Neutrino Factory beams implies a very small value of L/Eν . This
translates into a stronger suppression of the CP-violating term of the oscillation probability
with respect to the one suppressed by two powers of θ13 for large values of this parameter.
Therefore, the CP discovery potential of β-Beams outperforms that of the Neutrino Factory
in Fig. 16 when sin2 2θ13 > 10
−3. Since this large value of sin2 2θ13 also guarantees a
discovery of the mass hierarchy and sin2 2θ13 regardless of the value of δ, this makes β-
Beams the best option when sin2 2θ13 > 10
−3. Furthermore, even if the statistics at the
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Figure 17: Measuring absolute neutrino mass with ion beams. The ion beam enters an
evacuated cavity whose back wall holds an electron detector. Each ejected electron follows
a helical trajectory. Electrons moving in the backward direction in the laboratory frame are
counted by the detector. Taken from Ref. [11].
near detector is reduced by half in our proposal compared to the one in Ref. [73,74] (we are
running only 2.5 years with 6He and 18Ne beams, instead of five years), the CP-discovery
potential for sin2 2θ13 > 10
−3 is better in the two-baseline set-up due to the lifting of the
degeneracies that can mimic CP-conservation when combining the information from the two
detectors.
5.4 Measuring absolute neutrino mass with Beta Beams
In Ref. [11] a method has be proposed to measure the neutrino mass kinematically using
beams of ions which undergo beta decay. The idea is to tune the ion beam momentum so
that in most decays, the electron is forward moving with respect to the beam, and only in
decays near the endpoint is the electron moving backwards, see Fig. 17. Then, by counting
the backward moving electrons one can observe the effect of neutrino mass on the beta
spectrum close to the endpoint. There are stringent requirements of the proposed setup in
order to exceed the sensitivity of 0.2 eV of the latest generation of Tritium and Rhenium
decay experiments. A crucial question is whether it will be possible to accelerate enough
ions within reasonable time such that of order 1018 − 1020 decays can be observed. This
issue is also related to the identification of a suitable ion with a low enough Q-value (in
order to maximize the effect of the neutrino mass), and a small enough half life (in order to
have a high enough decay rate).
As an example, for a very low Q-value of 2 keV, one needs 4 × 1016 decays to obtain
the KATRIN sensitivity of 0.2 eV, while 1019 decays will allow for a meffν measurement at
0.04 eV. On the other hand, if no suitable ion with such a low Q-value can be identified
the requirements on the total number of decays increases drastically: for Q = 4 (8) keV the
0.2 eV sensitivity is reached for 5×1017 (8×1018) decays, respectively. The sensitivity goal
of meffν < 0.04 eV, which will separate the normal and inverted neutrino mass hierarchy
regions, requires in excess of 1019 counts across the run of the experiment together with a
Q-value of 2 keV. Further requirements are control over ion momentum with a precision
better than δp/p < 10−5, and separation of forward and backward going electrons with very
good precision.
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5.5 Progress in monochromatic betabeams
The next generation of long baseline neutrino oscillation experiments will aim at determin-
ing the unknown mixing angle θ13, the type of neutrino mass hierarchy and CP-violation.
We discuss the separation of these properties by means of the energy dependence of the
oscillation probability and we consider a hybrid setup which combines the electron capture
and the β+ decay from the same radioactive ion with the same boost. We study the CP
discovery potential for different boosts and baselines. We conclude that the combination
of the two decay channels, with different neutrino energies in a single experiment, achieves
remarkable results.
5.5.1 Energy Dependence
The magnitude of the T-violating and CP-violating interference in neutrino oscillation prob-
abilities is directly proportional to sin θ13 [81–85]. CP-violation can be observed either
by an Asymmetry between neutrinos and antineutrinos and/or by Energy Dependence in
the neutrino channel. In the last case, the CP phase δ plays the role of a phase shift
in the interference pattern between the atmospheric and solar amplitudes for the appear-
ance oscillation probability. This result is a consequence [85] of the assumptions of CPT-
invariance and No Absorptive part in the oscillation amplitude: the Hermitian character of
the Hamiltonian responsible of the time evolution says that the CP-odd=T-odd probability
P (νe → νµ) − P (ν¯e → ν¯µ) is an odd function of time, i.e., an odd function of the baseline
L. In vacuum neutrino oscillations for relativistic neutrinos, the oscillation phase depends
on the ratio L/E, and then the CP-odd term becomes an odd function of the energy E for
fixed L. With the same reasoning, the CP-even terms are even functions of the energy E
in the oscillation probability. In this way, Energy Dependence in the appearance oscillation
probability is able to disentangle CP-even and CP-odd terms. One can check these prop-
erties in the explicit expression for the suppressed appearance probability for neutrinos in
vacuum oscillations.
This result suggests the idea of disentangling δ from |Ue3| without a need of comparing
neutrino and antineutrino events, which have different beam systematics and different cross
sections in the detector: either monochromatic neutrino beams with different boosts or
a combination of channels with different neutrino energies in the same boost are able of
separating the CP-violating phase.
Due to neutrino propagation through the Earth, matter effects can ”fake” CP-violation
in the sense that the presence of matter affects neutrino and antineutrino oscillations in a
different way. It is not easy to disentangle matter effects from CP-violation since there is
the so-called ”mass hierarchy degeneracy”, which swaps the effect of matter for neutrino
and antineutrino oscillation according to the sign of ∆m231. The energy dependence of
the νe → νµ oscillation probability, in presence of matter effects, can be studied [61, 86]
observing that the energy dependence induced by the presence of matter is different in the
three terms Tatm, Tsol and in the interference Tint and, in fact, different from the energy
dependence associated with the CP-even versus the CP-odd separation. On the other hand,
the mass hierarchy degeneracy in vacuum is now removed because Tatm and Tint are now
changing under the change of sign of ∆m231, although Tsol remains the same. All in all,
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we observe the virtues of studying the neutrino appearance probability as a function of the
neutrino energy.
From the current discovery phase of θ13, next generation experiments will hence aim
at precision measurements of the νe → νµ oscillation probability. This will require large
underground detectors coupled to more intense and pure neutrino beams. These aspects
are being studied within the LAGUNA and EURONu design studies. The knowledge on
the possible values of θ13 is a necessary input to best optimize the search for CP-violation
in the leptonic sector.
A sister approach to the beta-beam is to use the neutrinos sourced from ions that decay
mainly through electron capture (EC) [87,88]. We discuss here a hybrid [12] of the EC and
β+ approaches. By selecting a nuclide with QEC ∼ 4 MeV, we can make use of neutrinos
from an electron capture spike and β+ continuous spectrum simultaneously. Assuming a
detector with low energy threshold, the use of such ions allows one to exploit the information
from the first and second oscillation maxima with a single beam. The use of the hybrid
approach makes it possible to use a monochromatic beam at higher energies and a beta-
beam at lower energies. The need for good neutrino energy resolution at the higher energies
will therefore be less crucial than for high-γ beta-beam scenarios.
5.5.2 Combined EC plus β+ Beam
In this section we discuss the results of the idea [12] of the beta-beam and electron capture
hybrid approach, as applied to the decay of Yterbium (15670 Yb). We simulate appearance
experiments divided into four setups with the following characteristics:
1. 50 kton detector (LAr or TASD) with 2× 1018 ions/yr
• Setup I: CERN-Frejus (130 km) and γ = 166
• Setup II: CERN-Canfranc or Gran Sasso (650 km) and γ = 166
• Setup III: CERN-Canfranc or Gran Sasso (650 km) and γ = 369
• Setup IV: CERN-Boulby (1050 km) and γ = 369
2. 0.5 Mton water-Cˇerenkov detector with 2× 1018 ions/yr
• Setup III-WC: CERN-Canfranc or Gran Sasso (650 km) and γ = 369
• Setup IV-WC: CERN-Boulby (1050 km) and γ = 369
Setups I and II correspond to present SPS energies for the boost, whereas III(-WC) and
IV(-WC) need an upgraded SPS with proton energy 1 TeV.
The best results are obtained for the setups with large Water Cerenkov detector. The
plots in Fig. (18) represent the CP discovery potential for the setups with intermediate
and larger baseline for high boost and large detector. Note that the 650 km baseline has a
significally better reach for CP violation at negative values of δ than the Boulby baseline.
The plot in Fig. (19) represent the fraction of the CP phase δ for which the neutrino
mass hierarchy can be determined for setup IV-WC. The Boulby baseline, with its larger
matter effect, is better for the determination of the mass hierarchy.
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Figure 18: CP-violation discovery potential at 99% CL for setup III-WC (left panel) and IV-WC
(right panel). In each case, we present the results for the beta-beam only (blue dotted lines) and
the combination with the electron capture result (red solid lines), both without (thin lines) and
with (thick lines) taking the hierarchy degeneracy into account. Taken from Ref. [12].
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Taken from Ref. [12].
The principle of energy dependence to separate out the CP-even and CP-odd contribu-
tions to the neutrino oscillation probability works. The combined channels result in a good
resolution on the intrinsic degeneracy, and on CP phase sensitivity. While the SPS upgrade
is crucial for a better sensitivity to CP violation, it is so provided it is accompanied by an
appropriate baseline of 650 km. The setups with the larger baseline provide a better deter-
mination of the hierarchy and still a good reach to CP violation for negative δ, even if the
mass ordering is unknown. The main conclusion is that the combined experiment achieves
remarkable results. Up to now, past results on the production rate of these proton-rich ions
are of the same order as for light ions. It would be desirable to study the expectactions in
the future radioactive ion facility.
6 Update of the SPL super-beam physics potential
The simulations developed so far for the SPL-Fre´jus Super Beam foresee the use of a liquid
mercury-jet target in order to efficiently dissipate the heat produced by the 4 MW incoming
proton beam from the HP-SPL [89]. Due to the low energy of incoming protons (4 GeV) the
emission angle of secondary pions is large enough to force the use of a horn-embedded target
in order to preserve a good collection efficiency. It should be noted that recent results from
the MERIT collaboration [90] support the importance of a high magnetic field to mitigate
the explosion of the mercury jet. This can be achieved by using superconducting solenoids
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for the capturing system. This solution is acceptable for the neutrino factory design but
not for a Super Beam due to the lack of charge discrimination. In the current scenario
the focusing system is composed of two concentric magnetic horns. Recent efforts [13, 91]
have then been focused on the study of a solid target option which would greatly simplify
the problem of the integration of the target and the focusing system and more importantly
would avoid the difficult issues related to the mercury jet handling in a magnetic field free
region. The impact of using a solid target has been studied in terms of both technical
aspects (the power dissipation in the target) and physics performance related aspects (pion
and kaon yields, pion collection efficiency with a long target, ν fluxes and sensitivity to δCP
and θ13).
A graphite target was chosen since it is already an adopted technology in current exper-
iments. As a first attempt the graphite (ρ=1.85 gcm−3) target was chosen to have the same
radius of the previos mercury target (0.75 cm) and a length of 78 cm (instead of 30 cm for
mercury) to roughly preserve the prescription of having ∼ 2λI of material. The power re-
leased in the target has been estimated using FLUKA2008.37 and GEANT4. At 4 GeV the
deposited power is ∼ 250 kW for the graphite target and 700 kW for the mercury one. The
evolution of absolute particle yields for different particles (K±, K0(K¯0), π±, n) has been
studied as a function of Ek(p) from 2 to 10 GeV with FLUKA working at constant power.
The pion yield for the mercury target is reasonably stable with energy at ∼ 3 · 1015 π+/s
and 2.5 ·1015 π−/s. The graphite target gives a rather flat rate of ∼ 2.5 ·1015 π−/s while the
larger π+ flux decreases from ∼ 4.5 to ∼ 3 ·1015 π+/s at 10 GeV. The most striking differ-
ence between the two targets is the neutron yield which is about a factor × 15 larger in the
case of mercury. A reduced neutron flux is highly beneficial in terms of aluminum radiation
damage. At 5 GeV a structure occurs in the yields of π− and neutrons. At this energy the
matching of different inelastic hadron-nucleus production models (Glauber-Gribov multiple
scattering + GINC model below and PEANUT model above) occurs. A similar structure
used to be observed in kaon spectra at 3.5 GeV in FLUKA2002.4 [89]. Neutrino fluxes have
been computed with GEANT3 and the standard horn for kinetic energies of 2.2,3.5,4.5 and
8.0 GeV for both both positive and negative focusing [13].
The obtained fluxes reflects the pion yields and thus graphite fluxes result to be of the
same order or even larger than the ones obtained with graphite depending on energy. On
the other hand a quite higher contamination of ν¯ in the neutrino beam and particularly ν
in the ν¯ beam is observed due to the fact that with the standard horn many wrong charge
pion emerging in the downstream part of the target and at low angles are not effectively
defocused. The sin2 2θ13 sensitivity curves (at 3σ C.L.) have been re-evaluated after the
substitution of the standard mercury target with the graphite one. A worsening of the limit
with graphite in the δCP < π region which is driven by ν¯ running (π
− focusing) has been
observed. The effect was found to be related to a sizable contamination of νcce in the ν¯ beam
from cascade decays of defocused π+ → µ+ → e+νeν¯µ. The same behavior is not as evident
in the ν running driven region (δCP > π) due to the combined effect of the reduced cross
section of ν¯e and the fact that π
− are less abundantly produced than π+. This consideration
motivated a reoptimization of the horn shape in view of using a graphite target taking into
account in particularly the need for a reduced contamination from wrong–charge π.
7FLUKA 2002.4 was used in previous studies
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+ focusing - focusing
νµ (%) 88.9 → 95.6 26.1 → 11.2
ν¯µ (%) 10.5 → 3.9 73.4 → 88.4
νe (%) 0.60 → 0.56 0.17 → 0.09
ν¯e (%) 0.052 → 0.025 0.340 → 0.352
Table 3: Standard horn → test horn.
The horn optimization has been performed after a full rewriting of the simulation from
GEANT3 [89] to GEANT4 in order to easily change the geometrical parameters and have
a quick feed-back. Two horn geometries have been implemented in GEANT4: the standard
one reproducing the existing CERN prototype and a more general one based on a parametric
model inspired by the shape of the MiniBOONE horn. In order to debug and validate the
new GEANT4–based software, a comparison has been done with the fluxes obtained with
GEANT3 using the standard horn geometry and the graphite target. Good agreement has
been achieved. The parametric model is flexible enough to reproduce also the standard
conical geometry with an appropriate choice of the parameters. This possibility has also
been used to cross check the parametric model by comparison with the standard horn
geometry.
A subset of the nine available geometrical parameters were sampled uniformly. The
horn currents and the horn+reflector structure for the moment were maintained as in the
original design. The resulting fluxes were analyzed and ranked according to the requirement
of having low enough “wrong-CP” neutrino contamination and high flux for the signal
component. More sophisticated selection techniques (i.e. based on final sensitivity on
physical parameters and energy spectrum shape) and further tuning would be possible but
has not yet been fully pursued. One of the horn shapes selected with the outlined heuristic
procedure has been studied in more detail (will be denoted as “test horn” in the following).
The most evident modifications with respect to the previous design are the presence of a
forward “end-cap” in the horn (effective in removing low–angle wrong–sign pions) and the
thickness of the reflector which is larger by ∼ 10 cm. The radius of the inner conductor
is as in the previous design (3.7 cm). With the test horn the νµ and νe energy spectra are
shifted to higher energies with an increase in statistics particularly around 5-600 MeV. The
wrong-CP component on the other hand is reduced by more than a factor two. The beam
composition for the standard and test horn is detailed in Tab.3 for positive and negative
focusing.
Profiting of the relative horn (r = 0.5 m) and tunnel (L = 40 m, r = 2 m) compactness
the idea of using a battery of four horns in parallel has been proposed. This arrangement
would imply reduced stress on the targets via lower frequency (12.5 Hz) or lower proton flux
depending on the injection strategy. This choice would bring the incoming beam power in
the regime which is currently considered as a viable upper limit for solid targets operations
(∼ 1 MW). This scenario has been implemented and tested with the GEANT4 simulation.
Small flux loss even up to big lateral displacements (r) are found. In the extreme case
of putting the four horns at the tunnel edge (r = rTUNNEL − rHORN ) the flux of νµ is
reduced by 13% at 4.5 GeV. The baseline configuration with horns as central as possible
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(r ∼ rHORN
√
2) causes an almost negligible loss of νµ. The presence of a magnetic field in
all the horns simultaneously or in each horn separately does not change significantly the
predicted fluxes.
Sensitivity limits on sin2 2θ13 calculated with GLoBES 3.0.14 are shown in Fig. 20.
The performance of the MEMPHYS Water Cherenkov detector [92] at the level of physics
performance (efficiencies, background rejection, etc.) is implemented in the AEDL file
SPL.glb which is distributed with GLoBES [78]. A mass of 0.44 Mton and a data taking
of 8+2 years ν¯+ν-running has been assumed. The dashed curves refer to the standard
horn design in combination with the graphite target while the continuous ones refer to the
test horn. A significant improvement is observed in the ν¯ running driven region as wanted.
The graphite limits after the horn upgrade are in general even more performing than those
obtained with the standard liquid mercury design. It must be noted that this result is still
to be considered as preliminary since the NC-π0 background has not yet been corrected
for the change in the neutrino energy spectrum. This correction anyway will not alter the
conclusions of this study since the bulk of the background is coming from the intrinsic νe+ν¯e
beam contamination which has been exactly taken into account. Increasing the background
by 30% induces a worsening in the limit which is < 1·10−4 (mainly in the ν¯ driven δ region).
The CP violation discovery potential is shown in Fig.20. Parameter regions for which a
∆χ2 > 9 is obtained when fitting under the CP conserving hypotheses (δCP = 0, π) allow
the CPV discovery at more than 3σ. Also in this case a sizable improvement is obtained
(lowest sin2 2θ13 passes from ∼ 8 · 10−4 to ∼ 5 · 10−4). It can be noticed than in general the
3.5 GeV and 4.5 GeV energies are still the preferred ones also within the test focusing.
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Figure 20: 3σ sensitivity to sin2 2θ13. The standard and the test horn both with a graphite
target are compared. 3σ CP violation discovery. Taken from Ref. [13].
In summary the possibility to use a solid target looks very appealing for the SPL-Fre´jus
Super Beam. Further steps which are foreseen include the use of the HARP experiment
“thick target” data to put the results on pion yields in graphite on a stronger experimental
basis.
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7 Updated comparison
In Figs. 21-23 we present the comparison of the updated setups for the SPL superbeam,
beta-beams and Nufact. The curves correspond to 3σCL (1 dof) and the known parameters
have been fixed to ∆m231 = 0.0024eV
2, ∆m221 = 8× 10−5 eV2 and θ23 = 45◦.
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Figure 21: Update of the comparison of the physics reach of different future facilities in
sin2 2θ13. Prepared by P. Huber for this EURONU report using the GLoBES package [24,25].
Curves are taken from [a] [78], [b] [93] , [c] [10], [d] [2] and [e] [48].
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Figure 22: Update of the comparison of the physics reach of different future facilities in
leptonic CP violation. Prepared by P. Huber for this EURONU report using the GLoBES
package [24, 25]. Curves are taken from [a] [78], [b] [93] , [c] [10], [d] [2] and [e] [48].
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Figure 23: Update of the comparison of the physics reach of different future facilities in
the neutrino mass hierarchy. Prepared by P. Huber for this EURONU report using the
GLoBES package [24,25]. Curves are taken from [a] [78], [b] [93] , [c] [10], [d] [2] and [e] [48].
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